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Preface 

Although relatively few significantincidents have occurred on oil and 
gas installations worldwide in recent years, those that have occurred 
(especially the Macondo Well incident in April 2010) have underscored 
the need to enhanoe theeffectiveness of inspection programs for offshore 
installations. From its inception in 1982 until October 2010, the Minerals 
Management Servioe (M MS) of the U .S. Department of the I nterior was 
the responsible regulatory authority for theoffehoreoi I and gas i ndustry in 
U.S. waters; during this period its role continued to develop as technolo
gies, expectations, and guidelines for safe and environmentally friendly 
operations evolved. 

In the late 1980s, M MSapproached the Marine Board of the National 
Research Council (NRC) "to develop inspection strategies to improve 
safety and theeffectiveness of the inspection prooess" (NRC 1990, vi). 
The committee that was formed was tasked with reviewing the cur
rent inspection program for the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), appraising 
inspection practices elsewhere, developing alternatives for conducting 
inspection programs and assessing their advantages and disadvantages, 
and recommending alternative inspection procedures that might be 
more effective and efficient. 

Following the release of that report, the industry was encouraged to 
adopt safety and environmental management programs voluntarily. 
At thesametime, M MS began examining its regulatory oversight and, in 
m id-2009, proposed a ru le that wou Id have requ i red offshore operators1 

1 An operator is definedas "The individual, partnership, firm,or corporation having control or 
management of operations on the leased area or a portion thereof. The operator may be a lessee, 
designated agent of the lessee(s), or holder of operating rights under an approved operating 
agreement" (API 2004, Appendix D). 

vii 
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to adopt four of the 12 elements of American Petroleum I nstitute (API) 
Recommended Practioe (RP) 75 (API 2004). 

I n Apri 12009, M MSagain approached the Marine Board to request 
that a study be conducted to review the MMS inspection program 
for offshore facilities to assess its effectiveness in protecting human 
safety and theenvironment. The Committee on Offshore Oil and Gas 
Faci I ities I nspection Program of the M MS (which was later renamed the 
Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Environmental Manage
ment Systems for Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Operations) 
was tasked with 

• Examining changes in the inspection program and prooesssince the 
1990 Marine Board study; 

• Reviewing available trend data on inspections, safety, and environ
mental damage; 

• Examining analogous safety inspection programs in other regulatory 
agencies and other nations for lessons that could be applied to M MS 
inspections; 

• Considering both the changes in the industry's safety management 
practices since the 1990 Marine Board report and the implications of 
these changes for MMS inspection practioes; 

• Considering theeffects of the current inspection program on offshore 
safety and environmental protection; and 

• Recommending changes, asappropriate, to the inspection program to 
enhanoe effectiveness. 

The committee includes members, practitioners, and academicians who 
bring a broad spectrum of expertise that includes the areas of safety 
management, human factors, risk assessment, organizational management 
and management systems, offshore engineering, offehore platform design 
and construction, offshore operations, and pol icy as wel I as the areas of 
safety regulations and inspections in related industries. It was appointed 
in November 2009, held its firstmeeting the following month, and 
conducted site visits in March 2010 to the PacificOCS region and to 
the California State Lands Commission. The committee also scheduled 
offshore site visits in May of that same year to the MMS Gulf of Mexico 
region. Those visits, however, were overtaken by the unfolding events 
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of the April 2010 Deepwater Horizon-Macondo well blowout, at which 
time M MS officialsrequested that this project be put on hold while the 
agency reevaluated its approach to safety. 

Immediately after the Macondo well blowout, many investigations 
and inquiries were launched and far-reaching changes in the U.S. off-
shoreoil andgas industry were initiated. The Department of the Interior 
undertook a major reorganization of MMS that initially separated the 
agency's revenue management functions from its nonfiscalresponsi -
bilities (e.g., oversight and regulatory enforcement functions) and later 
separated the ocean energy management functions from the safety and 
environmental enforcement functions. In addition, the industry itself 
began discussing plans to develop an independent organization to work 
with both industry and the regulators to enhanoe the effectiveness of 
safety and environmental regulations and programs. 

In October 2010, the Bureau of Ooean Energy Management, Regulation 
and Enforcement (BOEMRE) (formerly M MS) issued afinalrule,Safety 
and Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) (BOEMRE 2010), 
which required adoption of API RP 75. In the SEMS rule, BOEMRE 
recognized that its inspection program was too focused on mechanical 
failures and that such failures represent a small minority of incidents. 
With the issuanoe of the finalrule, BOEMRE expanded its approach to 
safety and environmental protection to encompass not only relianoeon 
inspection of hardware-oriented items related to potential incidents of 
noncompliance, but also safety management. Operators were required 
to specify how they would manage safety holistically to avoid injury 
and spills. 

In October 2011, BOEMRE was replaced by the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM) and the Bureau of Safety and Environ
mental Enforcement (BSEE). BSEE has broad regulatory authority over 
energy operations on the OCS, including oversight responsibility with 
respect to the offshore installations involved in drilling and production 
of oil and natural gas. Included in BSEE's oversight authority is the 
responsibility for conducting inspections and audits. It is expected that 
the audit prooess wi II encourage owners and operators to develop asafe 
and envi ronmentally friendly operational prooess on offshore facilities and 
that, if there are potential problems, these will be identifiedduring the 
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audit processandsubsequentlyaddressed, thereby reducing the likelihood 
of a major incident. 

Following the restructuring of M MS and issuance of thefinalrule 
in late 2010, BOEMRE requested that the scope of the present study 
be changed from a review of the agency's prior offshore faci I ity safety 
and environmental inspection program to one that provided guidanoe 
on how the agency shou Id eval uate and ensu re the effectiveness of the 
implementation of the newSEMS practices that were to be required 
of offshore operators as of November 15,2011. As a consequence, this 
project was refocused, and the committee resumed its work in late 
January 2011. 

Under the new agreement with BOEMRE, the Committee on the 
Effectiveness of Safety and Environmental Management Systems for 
Outer Continental Shelf Oi I and Gas Operations was tasked with prepar-
ingan interim report that would identify potential methods for assessing 
the effectiveness of a company'sSEMS program and describe the pros 
and cons of each method as they were known to that point. After the 
committee resumed its activities, it met four times in 2011: March 3 
and 4, August 31 and September 1, October 19 and 20, and Deoember 1. 
A subgroup of the committee also attended the BOEMRE-sponsored 
Public Workshop on Offshore Energy Regulations on March 15,2011, 
to keep abreast of interpretation and proposed implementation of the 
SEMS regulation (30 CFR250, Subparts). 

Thecommittee released ite interim report on June28,2011 (TRB2011). 
After the October committee meeting, another subgroup of thecommittee 
visited offshore facilities in the Gulf of Mexico region to complete the 
data-gathering prooess. 

Thisfinalreport describes the various methods that BSEE may employ 
toevaluatetheeffectivenessof an operator'sSEMS program, recommends 
a holistic method that the committee believes should be adopted, and 
providesguidanceon howthisgoal can be accomplished. Thecommittee 
would like to note that some of the efforts that BSEE and the industry 
have already undertaken in the aftermath of the Macondo well incident 
are supported and reinforoed by the recommendations in this report. 
These are steps in the right direction that need to be built on in a timely 
manner to ensure that operational and environmental risks are reduoed. 
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Summary 

For many years the United States employed a prescriptive regulatory 
system for the offshore oil and gas industry in which operators were 
required to demonstrate conformance with established regulations. 
In the aftermath of the April 2010 Macondo well blowout and explo
sion, the federal government and the offshore oil and gas industry have 
been undergoing major changes, including the issuance of regulations 
requi ri ng operators of offshore oi I and gas faci I ities to adopt and i imple
ment comprehensive Safety and Environmental Management Systems 
(SEMS) programs. 

SEMS isasafety management system (SMS) aimed at shifting from 
a completely prescriptive regulatory approach to one that is proactive, 
risk based, and goal oriented in an attempt to improvesafety and reduce 
the likelihood that events similar to the Macondo incident will reoccur. 
Although the new regulations had been voluntary for many years and a 
subset of these components had been proposed in rulemaking before 
the Macondo well accident, it was not until this major accident that 
comprehensivechangeswere made. The Committee on theEffectiveness 
ofSafetyand Environmental Management Systems for Outer Continental 
Shelf Oil and Gas Operations (the committee), which conducted the 
present study, was charged with recommending a method of assessing 
the effectiveness of operators' SEMS programs on any given offshore 
drilling or production facility. 

Safety professionals have understood for decades that to increase safety 
in complex industrial installations, organizations must manage safety 
with the same principles of planning, organization, implementation, 
and investigation that they use to carry out any other business function. 
In 1992 the federal government promulgated a prooesssafety management 

1 
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(RSM) regulatory approach for installationsthathandlehighly hazardous 
chemicals. PSM specifiedtheelements that must be included in a plan 
to manage safety. A similar risk management approach was mandated 
for facilities handling certain chemicals regulated under the Clean Air 
Act Amendments of 1996. In parallel, the American Petroleum Institute 
(API) developed Recommended Practice (RP) 75, Recommended Practice 
for Development of a Safety and Environmental Management Program for 
Offehote Operationsand Facilities (AP11993,2004). 

The federal government initially encouraged the offshore oil and gas 
industry to adopt API RP 75 voluntarily and from 1994 to 1998 used a 
self-report survey to monitor the level of adoption of each element. After 
reviewing the analysis and comments received in response to a 2006 
advance not ice of proposed rulemaking to make portions of API RP75 
mandatory, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) proposed to 
require each offshore lessee-operator to develop, implement, maintain, 
and operate aSEMS program that contained four elements of API RP 75: 
hazards analysis, management of change, operating procedures, and 
mechanical integrity. The Offshore Operators Committee and others 
recommended, however, that if aSEMS rule were to become mandatory, 
it should include all of the elements of a safety and environmental 
management program (SEMP) discussed in API RP75, and not just the 
four listed for the proposed rule. MMS was preparing a rule to require 
the implementation of all of the SEMP elements in API RP 75 when 
the occurrence of the Macondowell blowout delayed publication of the 
new rule. ThefinaBEMS rule was promulgated in the Federal Register on 
October 15,2010 (BOEMFE 2010) and becameeffectiveon November 15, 
2011 (30 CFR 250, Subparts). 

Mandating SEMS programs and ensuring their effectiveness isastep 
toward improving governmental oversight of the offshore oil and gas 
industry and industry implementation of reforms to reduce the risk of 
accidents and to improve safety, which is needed according to some of 
the investigations of the Macondo well blowout (e.g., NAE-NRC 2011; 
National Commission on the BP Deep/water Horizon Oil Spill and Offehore 
Drilling 2011). Thecommitteeagreeswith these conclusions. 

The 1990 Mari ne Board study Alternatives for Inspecting Outer Con
tinental Shelf Operations made the crucial point that the emphasis that 
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regulators and the industry had plaoed on complianoe with very spe-
cificregulations and rigid checklists to ensure complianoe was not the 
best way to change attitudes toward safety (NRC 1990). In enterprises 
that are subject to checklist-style complianoe inspections by government 
authorities, passingtheinspectioncomestobeseenasequalingsafety. This 
compliance mentality does not neoessarily correlate with an increase in 
the level of safety attitudes and actions on the part of the companies and 
individuals involved in theactual operations. 

I nst i I lation of an appropriate cu Itu re of safety i n an operation requ i res 
mechanisms that 

• Establ ish structure and control by specifying what is needed for safe 
operation and checking to see that these specificationsare being 
followed, and 

• Build competency by developing individual knowledge and ski 11. 

In addition to these mechanisms, there must be actions that establ ish 
norms and motivations that encourage those who are making deci
sions to constantly want to think about safety and behave in ways that 
maximize safety. Thus, whereas having an adequately functioning 
SEMS-type program is necessary to develop an appropriate culture 
of safety, SEMS by itself is not sufficient.To be successful, the tenets of 
SEMS must be ful ly acknowledged and acoepted by workers, motivated 
from the top, and supported throughout the organization and must 
drive workers' actions; only then can an effective culture of safety be 
establ ished and grow. 

The committee believes that the approach ultimately taken by the 
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) to evaluate 
the effectiveness of SEMS can have a positive impact on norms and 
motivations and move both BSEE and the industry away from acompli-
ance mentality to one that encourages an ever-evolving and -improving 
culture of safety in offshore operations. To encourage a culture of safety 
in which individuals know the safety aspects of their actions and are 
motivated to thinkaboutsafety, theagencywill need to adopt and evolve 
an evaluation system for SEMS that emphasizes the assessment of 
attitudes and actions rather than documentation and paperwork. All of 
the elements of SEMS must be addressed, but it is more important that 
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tho98 who are actually doing the work understand and practioe these 
elements than that these elements be documented. BSEE should look 
beyond its predecessor agencies' historical role of assuring compliance 
with prescriptive regulationsand seize the current opportunity to redefine 
its role, at least partial ly, to one of encouraging an atmosphere that helps 
the industry migrate from a compliance mentality to a culture of safety 
that includes compliance. Furthermore, an organization'sSEMSprogram 
must incorporate a dynamic process that evolves with time; thus, to be 
effective, the procedures, inspections, and audits employed by BSEE to 
verify the effectiveness of an operator's SEMS program should also be 
dynamic. Likewise, inspection and audit criteria will need to be dynamic 
so that they do not become outdated as new technologies are employed 
and new environments explored. 

The purpose of this report is to definethe broad out lines of a holistic 
approach BSEE can take to eval uate the effectiveness of operators' SEMS 
programs. It is not possible, however, for a regulator to create a culture 
of safety in an organization by inspection or audit; that culture needs to 
come from within the organization. The regulator's role is to regulate in 
a manner that helps the organization besafe. 

SEMS, by definition,is a program for managing the overall safety and 
envi ron mental aspects of an offshore oil and gas operation. Unfortunately, 
no si ngle, existi ng set of statistics can measure the effectiveness of SEMS 
on an offshore installation. Certainly there are statistics such as fatality 
rates, injury rates, and lost-time incidents that correlate with the level of 
what is often referred toas "personal safety" or "workersafety" incidents. 
It is much harder, if not impossible, to identify similar statistics that cor
relate with what the Occupational Safety and Health Administration calls 
"processsafety" and what the National Academy of Engineering and 
National Research Council Committee for the Analysis of Causes of the 
Deep/water Horizon Explosion, Fire, and Oil Spill to Identify Measures to 
Prevent Similar Accidents in the Future (NAE-NRC 2011) calls "system 
safety" (i.e., the possibility of the occurrence of a very low-probability, very 
high-consequenoeeventsuch as the Macondo well blowout). Ensuring the 
effectiveness of SEMSfor both workersafety and system safety wi 11 depend 
on a thorough commitment by industry and government application of 
best practices applied by other effective regulators. 
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In recommending a holistic approach to evaluating the effectiveness 
of SE MS programs, the committee discussed in detailSEMS' role in 
helping to develop a culture of safety, looked at the pros and cons of 
various methods of assessing the effectiveness of aSEMS program, and 
investigated existing approaches for assessing the SMS programs of 
various U.S. and international regulatory agencies whose safety mandates 
are similar to that of BSEE. The committee reoeived presentations from, 
and conducted follow-up inquiries with, the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration and the Mine Safety and Health Administration 
of the U S. Department of Labor, the U .S. Coast Guard, and the Cal iforn ia 
Sate LandsComm ission (CSLC) aswel I aswith the United Ki ngdom Health 
and Safety Executive and Petroleum Safety Authority (PSA) Norway. 

It seems clear from the experiences of other regulatory agencies, 
especially CSLC and PSA Norway, that other organizations with many 
years of experience in overseeing SEMS-like programs have migrated 
toward a system that 

• Audits operations with aqualifiedteam of auditors, 
• Assesses through discussions with personnel at different levels of the 

operation the way in which the elements of theSMS are actually being 
used, 

• Feeds the results back to the top management of the operating com
panies, and 

• Expects continuous improvement and monitors for it. 

These agencies have found that engagement with the industry is more 
productive than punishment, although they maintain the threat of 
punishment if needed. 

Recommended AppRoAch 

On the basis of the information obtained from presentations to the 
committee, site visits, published regulations, notices of proposed rule
making, API-recommended practices, and previously published reports, 
the committee recommendsthsBdBSkea holistic approach to 
eval uating theef fectiveneBBTSp8ograms.Thisapproachshou I d, 
ataminimum, include inspections,audits(operatoea^ttd^S 
performance indicators,and awhistlebl owerprogram. 
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Inspections 

BSEE should continue its current program of ensuring compliance with 
specificregulations. The routine presenoe of competent BSEE inspectors 
on an offshore operator's faci I ity should be teed to verify that the industry 
is generally complying withSEMS. Without proper training, however, 
BSEE inspectors will have a tendency to issue incidents of noncompliance 
(INCs) for deviations of documentation from a checklist, and such 
deviations may or may not be important in meeting the intent of SEMS. 
In turn, the issuing of I NCs may focus operator attention on compliance 
in the way documentation iswritten rather thanonestablishingaculture 
that actual ly promotessafety. Therefore, BSEEshould train inspectors to 
employ other options in addition to issuing citations. BSEE inspectors 
should look beyond the written regulation to identify operators in marginal 
compliance and guide them into a more complete state of compliance. 
In doing so, BSEE inspectors could help focus BSEE-initiated SEMS 
audits (see below). 

Making judgments about organizational safety culture and SEMS 
complianoewill require training inspectorsand scheduling of inspections 
to allow inspectors to spend more time offshore interacting with operat
ing staff and observing day-to-day operations. The neoessary resources 
could come from other sources, including the use of operator-provided 
transportation and accommodations or from an increase in inspection 
fees. Other regulatory organizations use operator-furnished transporta
tion and accommodations with no adverse effect on the integrity of the 
prooess. BSEEshould consider doing the same to increase the quality 
of its inspections and to reduoe expenditures. In addition to providing 
a financial benefit, the use of operator-furnished transportation and 
accommodations will help achieve the goal of greater informal interaction 
between inspectorsand operating staff and will aid inspectors in making a 
better evaluation of the level of safety that exists. 

Audits 

Operator Audits 
It iscritical that SEMS programs beaudited. The frequency of the audits 
should be risk based. Annual audits may be neoessary for very large 
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installations, while other, noncritical installations may not requirespecific 
audits beyond normal inspection observations. Audits should be carried 
out by the operator's internal qualified,independent team wherever 
possible. Operator responsibility for audits will help prevent the devel
opment of a compliance mentality. Smaller operations that may findit 
neoessary to use third-party auditors should include on the audit team 
at least one operator employee who is not directly involved in the day-
to-day operations of the installation being audited. In cases in which 
meeting this requirement is not possible (e.g., very small operators with 
onlyahandful of employees) it may be neoessary for the chief executive 
offioerof the company to participate as a member of the audit team. 
Nevertheless, BSEE should approve all audit plans to ensure adequate 
frequency of auditing and the quality of the proposed audit team. BSEE 
should also reoeiveacopy of each audit and follow-up report. 

A truly independent internal audit team is preferred to an external, 
third-party team. Use of a well-documented internal team would help to 
ensu re a qual ity aud it that also encou rages an appropriate cu Itu re of safety. 
BSEE, in consultation with the industry and, potentially, the Center for 
Offshore Safety, should develop an approach to certify auditors, develop 
audit standards, and establish the process by which audits themselves 
are conducted. 

BSEE Audits 
BSEEshould perform completeor partial auditsofSEMSprogramswhen 
justifiedby reports from inspectors, reviews of operators' audit reports, 
incidents, or events. BSEE is responsible for verifying that qual ity audits 
are carried out and acted on appropriately. Because of the compre
hensive nature of theSEMS requirements, BSEE's oversight of internal 
and third-party audits needs to include a range of techniques, each of 
which focuses on a different aspect of an operation'ssafety system. BSEE 
can use reports from its compliance inspectors and its reviews of audit 
reports to identify the need for specif icBSEE-conducted targeted or spot 
audits, or complete audits, to determine whether an operator's SEMS 
program is improving safety. Interviews, demonstrations, and observa
tions, rather than checkl ists, are neoessary to makesuch a determ i nation. 
To perform these audits and review operator audit plans and internal 
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audits, BSEEneedsacadre of trained auditors who will beable to spend 
sufficients meon location to conduct the appropriate audits. Hiring and 
training additional personnel will most likely be neoessary. 

Keyperf ormance Indicators 

Over time and in consultation with other national and international 
regulatory bodies that collect similar data, BSEE should also develop 
key performance indicators or other indicators that could be useful 
in providing a measure of the effectiveness of an operator's or offshore 
instal lation'sSEMS program and culture of safety. BSEE can collect and 
evaluate data from operations within and across platforms to identify 
specificproblems and trends in operations at a particular facility and 
across the industry. This information isalso needed to eval uate theSEMS 
audit approach and to identify opportunities for improvement. Because 
BSEE will review all audit and follow-up reports in addition to having 
acoess to inspections and its own audits, the agency will be in the best 
position todisseminatefindingsand best practices of a general interest. 

Whistlebl owprogram 

BSEE should establish a whistleblower program to help monitor the 
culture of safety that actually exists at each installation and to help 
uncover any improprieties in its own operations. Workers must have 
away to anonymously report not only dangerous deviationsin norms 
and motivations that may not be obvious to BSEE inspectors or even 
to internal auditors, but also unprofessional conduct by BSEE's own 
staff. Careshould be taken in devising this program to make sure that 
it does not becomea tool for disgruntled employees seeking to punish 
perceived wrongs. 

concluding commenTS 

In the immediate aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon blowout, the 
U.S. Department of the Interior initiated a major restructuring (and 
separation of conflictingresponsibilities) of the former MMS, as well 
as sweeping reforms in regulatory oversight of the offshore oil and gas 
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industry. These changes have begun to change the industry's approach 
to safety management and will, it is believed, reduce risk and result in 
positive changes in the industry's culture of safety. 

Thecommitteeexamined the new regulations that were promulgated 
in October 2010 and went into effect November 15, 2011. By early 
September 2011, during thewriting of this report, BSEE published in the 
Federal Registera notice of proposed changes in SEMS (BOEMRE2011). 
All but one of these proposed changes are consistent with the findings 
of this report. The one change that is not requi res that SEMS audits 
be performed by independent third parties. This committee concludes 
that complete, or even heavy, reliance on third-party auditors may have 
the effect of contributing to a compliance mentality and be counter
productive to establishing a culture of safety. The comment period for 
the notioe of proposed rulemaking was closed on November 14,2011. 
Because the committee's report was not completed by that date and a 
fi nalrule had not been issued as of the date of issuance of this report, the 
committeedid notspecificall^address the proposed rule in detail in this 
report and did not makeaformal comment to theproposed ruleduring 
the comment period. 
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Introduction 

The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act provides for the jurisdiction of 
the Un ited States over thesubmerged lands of the Outer Conti nental Shelf 
(OCS) and assigns the authority to lease such lands for oertain purposes, 
such as mineral development, to the Secretary of the Interior. In 1982, 
after almost 30 years of divided agency responsibility in administering 
the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act within the Department of the 
Interior (DOI), the secretary established the Minerals Management 
Servioe (M MS) from parts of the Bureau of Land Management and the 
U.S. Geological Survey to consolidate and carry out the department's 
authority for the nation's offshore oi I and gas program. 

In the aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon explosion, blowout, and 
oil spill in April 2010, DOI restructured M MS by transferring its rev
enue management functions to a new officeand renaming the nonfiscal 
responsibilities of the agency the Bureau of Ooean Energy Management, 
Regulation, and Enforcement (BOEMRE).1 On October 1,2011, BOEMRE 
was further divided into two separate bureaus: the Bureau of Ooean Energy 
Management (BOEM) and the Bureau of Safety and Environmental 
Enforcement (BSEE). This report is most directly conoerned with BSEE 
because of its delegated authority for safety and envi ronmental over
sight of OCS oil and gas operations, including permitting; inspections; 

1 On May 19, 2010, Secretary Salazar started the process of dividing MMS into three distinct parts 
through the issuance of Secretary Order 3299. On October 1, 2010, the royalty and revenue 
management functions of MMS, including, but not limited to, royalty and revenue collection, 
distribution, auditing and compliance, investigation and enforcement, and asset management 
for both onshore and offehore activities, were officiallytransferred to the new Officeof Natural 
Resou rces Reven ue. 

11 
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enforcement of safety and environmental regulations; and oilspill response, 
training, and environmental compliance programs.2 

BSEE's regulatory authority includes oversight responsibility with 
respect to the offshore platforms involved in drilling and production of 
oil and natural gas. Before November 2011, BSEE's oversight authority 
included the responsibility to conduct safety inspections of each platform 
at least annually as well as periodic unannounoed "spot" inspections, the 
intent of which was to make offshore facilities safer. The belief was that 
the inspection prooess would encourage owners and operators to develop 
a healthy and viable safety culture on offshore facilities and that, if 
potential problemsexisted, they would be identifiedduring the inspection 
prooess and subsequently addressed, thereby reducing the likelihood of 
a major incident. 

Study Context 

In 1990, theCommitteeon Alternativesfor Inspection of Outer Continen
tal Shelf Operations, under theauspioesof the Marine Board, reviewed the 
M MSOCS inspection program and madeseveral recommendations for 
improvement (NRC1990). At that time, the inspection program mostly 
focused on facilities and whether they met oertain standards. At each 
visit, inspectors worked through a checklist of potential incidents of 
noncompliance (PINCs). Among other determinations, the committee 
found the following: 

1. The emphasis on compl ianoe with hardware-oriented PI NCs fostered 
an attitude of "compliance equals safety" that can actually "dimin
ish the operator's recognition of his primary responsibility for safety" 
(NRC 1990, p. 80). 

2 In general, BOEM exercises the conventional (e.g., oil and gas) and renewable energy-related 
management functions of DOI and is responsible for the functions of DOI's offehore energy 
program related to leasing, environmental studies, National Environmental Policy Act analysis, 
resource evaluation,and economic analysis. BSE overseesthesafetyand environmental enforce
ment functions of such programs including, but not limited to, theauthority to inspect; investigate; 
summon witnessesand produce evidence; levy penalties; cancel or suspend activities; and oversee 
safety, response, and removal preparedness (http://www.boemre.gov/ooc/newweb/frequentlyasked 
questions/frequentlyaskedquestionshtm). 
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2. The "majority ofaccident events occurring on the OCS in a representa
tive year (1982) were related to operational and maintenance procedures 
or human error that are not addressed directly by the hardware-oriented 
PINC list" (NRC1990, p. 81). 

3. "Third-party inspection by private sector contractors (alternative 4) 
would not diminish and would probably increase the tendency of oper
ators to abdicate safety responsibility to the inspecting organization" 
(NRC 1990, p. 81). 

4. "Self inspection (alternative 5), while it would pinpoint the operator's 
responsibi I ity, would be unsuitable because the M MSoversight function 
would be too tenuous" (NRC1990, p. 82). 

The report recommended that inspections instead focus on asample 
of PI NCs and devote greater resources to unannounoed inspections as 
well as increased analysis of incidents and accidents and data collected 
by inspectors. MMSshould "place its primary emphasis on detection of 
potential accident-producing situations—particularly those involving 
human factors, operational procedures, and modificationscf equipment 
and facilities" (NRC 1990, p. 83). 

To make the detection of potential accident-producing situations more 
useful, the committee recommended that the quality and quantity of 
inspection data be considerably enhanoed to allow M MS to takea more 
risk-assessment approach to inspections. Ultimately, thecommittee hoped 
that MMS would collectsufficientinformation about each platform to 
allow for development of risk indices that MMS could use to allocate 
more of its resources to platforms at higher risk. In the main, however, 
the committee stressed that the private operator was the primary agent 
responsible for ensuring safe operations and that MMSshould structure 
its program to reinforce that awareness among operators. 

MMS adopted some of the recommendations made in the 1990 
report and spurred the offshore oi I and gas industry to develop American 
Ftetroleum Institute (API) Recommended Practioe (RP) 75, Recommended 
Practice for Development of a Safety and Environmental Management 
Program for Offshore OperationsandFacilities(AP\ 1993,2004). This 
document recommends that the industry adopt management principles 
of planning, organizing, implementing, and measuring in managing safety 
in thesameway that companies manage the remainder of their operations. 
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It includes specificguidance on elements required to carry out these 
management functions. 

The industry wasencouraged to adopt safety and environmental man
agement programs voluntarily. In mid-2009, MMS proposed a rule that 
would have requi red offshore operators to adopt four of the 12 elements 
of API RP 75. 

In April 2009, M MSagain approached the Marine Board to request that 
the present study be conducted to review the M MS inspection program for 
offshore facilities to assess its effectiveness in protecting human safety and 
the environment. The committee wasappointed in November 2009 and 
held itsfirstmeeting the following month. In March 2010, a subgroup 
of the committee made site visits to the M MS PacificOCS Region and to 
the California State Lands Commission. The committeealso scheduled a 
site visit in May of that year to the M MS Gulf of Mexico Region. The visit, 
however, was overtaken by the unfolding events and ensuing investiga
tions of the Deepwater Horizon d isaster (BOEMRE2011b; NAE-NRC2011; 
National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore 
Dri 11 i ng 2011; USCG 2011) and subsequent reorganization of M MS i nto 
the Officeof Natural Resources Revenue and BOEMRE. During this 
process, agency officialsasked that this project be put on hold while 
the agency reevaluated its approach to safety. 

In October 2010, BOEMRE issued a finalrule requiring adoption 
of API RP 75 with minor revisions as definedin the rule and retitled "Oil 
and Gas and Sulphur Operations in the Outer Continental Shelf—Safety 
and Environmental Management Systems" (SEMS) (BOEMRE2010). 
TheSEMSrulebecameeffectiveon November 15,2011 (30CFR250, 
Subparts). It lays out multiple requirements for safe and environmental 
operations, including requi ring specificwritten plans for operating prac -
tioes, hazardsanalysis, management of change, safe work practices, train
ing, mechanical integrity, emergency response, and incident reporting. 
API RP 75 recommends that practioes be audited by a qualifiedparty, 
which could include individuals employed by the same company, on a 
regular schedule. As stated in the rulemaking, 

The ultimate goal of SEMS is to promote safety and environmental 
protection during OCS activities. The protection of human life and the 
environment are the top prioritiesand objectives of this rule. While it is 
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difficultto provide absolute quantificationof the benefit9of the lives 
saved and risks avoided due to this regulation, the BOEMRE believes that 
implementation of a comprehensive SEMS program will avoid accidents 
that could result in injuries, fatalities, and serious environmental damage 
based upon BOEMRE's incident analysis. In addition, an increase in 
a system's level of safety leads to reduced material losses and enhanced 
productivity. (BOEMRE 2010, p. 63644) 

In the SEMS rule, BOEMRE recognized that its inspection program 
was too focused on mechanical failures and that such failures represent 
asmall minority of incidents. With issuance of the finalrule, BOEMRE's 
approach to safety and environmental protection shifted from relianoe 
solely on inspections of hardware-oriented PINC items to also requiring 
operators to specify how they will manage safety holistically to avoid injury 
and spills. 

After theSEMS rule, BOEMRE officialsrecognized that additional 
provisions were needed; thus, they issued a notice of proposed rule
making, "Oil and Gas and Sulphur Operations in the Outer Continental 
Shelf—Revisions to Safety and Environmental Management Systems," 
referred toas "SEMS II," on September 14,2011 (BOEMRE 2011a).3 The 
revisions in the proposed rule pertain to 

• Developingand implementing stop work authority and ultimatework 
authority, 

• Requiringemployeeparticipation in the development and implementa
tion of SEMS programs, 

• Establishing requirements for reporting unsafe working conditions, 
• Requiring independent third parties to conduct audits of operators' 

SEMS programs, and 
• Establishing further requirements relating to conducting job safety 

analysis for activities identifiedin an operator's SEMS program. 

BecauseSEMS 11 has not yet been adopted and issubject to modification, 
the committee did not specificallyevaluate the audit requirements for 
each of these issues in this study. 

3 Seealso http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-09-14/pdf/2011-23537.pdf#page=1. 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-09-14/pdf/2011-23537.pdf%23page=1
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Study objective and Charge 

I n late 2010, following restructuring of M MS, BOEMRE requested that the 
scope of the committee's study be changed from a review of the agency's 
previous offshore platform safety and environmental inspection program 
to one that provided guidance on how the agency should evaluate and 
ensure the effectiveness of the implementation of the newSEMS prac
tices that were requi red of offshore operators as of November 15,2011. 
Asa result, this project was refocused, and the committee resumed its 
work in late January 2011. 

U nder the new agreement with BOEM RE, the com m ittee was renamed 
the Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Environmental Man
agement Systems for Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Operations, 
and its charge was revised. The following charge, as modifiedin late 
January 2011, was presented to the committee: 

This project will recommend a method for assessing the effectiveness of 
an operator's Safety and Environmental Management System (SEMS) on 
any given offshoredrillingor production fecility. In addition, thecommittee 
will prepare a brief interim report in April 2011 that will provide a listing 
of potential methods for assessing effectiveness along with the pros and 
cons of each method as they are known to that point. The committee will 
address methods to maximize the implementation effectiveness of indi
vidual SEMS rather than the adequacy of the Final Rule of October 2010 
requiring SEMS to mitigate safety and environmental risk of offshore 
platform operations. 

Thecommittee'sassessmentofeffeetivemethodswill focuson thesafety 
and envi ronmental risks of offshore production unti I after the release of 
the report of the NAE/NRC Committee for the Analysis of Causes of the 
Deepwater Horizon Explosion, Fire, and Oil Spill to Identify Measures to 
Prevent Similar Accidents in the Future, which isexpected inJune2011 
[but wasactually released in December 2011], Thecommittee'sassessment 
of effective methods for safety and environmental risks of drilling will 
take into account the findingsand recommendations of the NAE/NRC 
committee. 

Theinterim report was released inJune2011.Thepresentfinalreport, 
which was developed through open- and clo9ed-9ession meetings, pre
sentations, discussions, and subsequent correspondence, presents an 
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assessment of different methods for assuring the adequacy of offshore 
operators' SEMS programs and recommends what it considers to be the 
best approach. The report also takes i nto consideration the fi ndi ngsand 
recommendations of the National Academy of Engineering-National 
Research Council Committee for the Analysis of Causes of the Deep-
water Horizon Explosion, Fire, and Oil Spill to Identify Measures to 
Prevent Similar Accidents in the Future, which released its final report 
on Deoember 14,2011 (NAE-NRC 2011). 

organization of the report 

Chapter 2 presents an assessment of the role of SEMS, its goals, and its 
potential impact on an operator's culture of safety. Chapter 3 contains 
a description of nine different methods that could be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of an operator's SEMS program and discusses some 
of the advantages and disadvantages of these methods. Chapter 4 presents 
currently used approaches for assessing safety management in other 
regulatory agencies in the United States, as well as in the offshore oil and 
gas industry in a few other countries that have a charge si mi lar to that of 
BSEE. The chapter also i ncl udes a brief descri ption of the potential role 
of the newly created Center for OffshoreSafety. Chapter 5 discusses the role 
of BSEE in evaluating SEMS programs, including the use of inspections 
and audits, the training and qualificationsof auditors, audit criteria and 
procedures, and the competence of inspectors and auditors in ensuring 
effectiveness. Chapter 6 presents the committee's conclusions and recom
mended approach. 
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Role of Safety and Envi ronmental 
Management Systems in Establishing 
a Culture of Safety 
From the most literal (and simplistic) perspective, the Committee on the 
Effectiveness of Safety and Envi ronmental Management Systems for Outer 
Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Operations (the committee) could have 
achieved its goal by first reviewing the documented requirements of a 
Safety and Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) program and 
thai describing methods for determining whether thosespecifiectelements 
were being used. For example, the committee could have determined 
waysofassessingwhetherahazardsanalysiswasin place(e.g., by creating 
a checklist or defininga prooess) and then identifiedways to document 
evidenoe that the results of the hazards analysis were being addressed. 
Such an approach would have resulted in recommendations for auditing 
compliance to a definecbtandard (e.g., the requirements of SEMS). That 
definedstandard would, in practice, become the minimum standard. 

The National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oi I Spi 11 and 
Offshore Drilling (2011) observed: 

The record shows that without effective government oversight, the off
shore oi I and gas i ndustry wi 11 not adequately reduce the risk of accidents, 
nor prepareeffectively to respond in emergencies. However, government 
oversight, alone, cannot reduce those risks to the full extent possible. 
Government oversight must be accompanied by the oil and gas industry's 
internal reinvention: sweeping reforms that accomplish no less than a 
fundamental transformation of itssa fetyi ture . (p. 217, emphasisadded) 

Thecommitteeagreeswith the presidential commission that a transforma
tion of the industry'ssafety culture is necessary and bel ieves that an approach 
based on compliance with a minimum standard will not achieve that goal. 
In fact, the committee believes that overemphasis on compliance with a 
minimum standard can actually work against that intended objective. 

18 
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An effectiveSEMS program is a neoessary and critical component of 
offshore safety. Without a well-reasoned, well-documented method of 
coordinating action, consistently safe operations aresimply not possible. 
Nevertheless, as important as aSEMS program is, it alone cannot ensure 
that the people actually doing the work (whether planning or designing 
onshore or working offshore) make the choioes and take the actions nec
essary to ensure safety. Safe and effective operations are, in part, indica
tive of an effective safety management system (SMS); however, safe and 
effective operations are not created solely by the management system, but 
by aset of diverse components. Factors such as a culture of blame and a 
lack of mindfulness of risk, organizational commitment, and trust have 
been shown time and again to be contributors to high-profiletragedies in 
the petroleum industry and elsewhere (DNV 2011; Hopkins2004,2006). 
Because a SEMS program cannot reliably control what people choose to 
do on the job, the mere existenoe of a documented SEMS plan is notsuf-
ficientto ensure prevention of major accidents. 

The spirit of SEMS, whether as definedin American Petroleum 
Institute Recommended Practice 75 (API 2004) or in other similar 
approaches, is not intended to bestrictly a paper exercise. The way that 
SEMS is actually implemented, even by different divisions in thesame 
organization, can produce different results. By way of example, air
lines use the very same equipment under si mi lar conditions and have 
very similar written maintenance and operational processes and pro
cedures, but differences in passenger risk of some 40 times have been 
documented (PSA Norway 2002; Reason 1997). Getting the people 
who actually do the work to make the right choice, every time, even 
when they are outdoors in the cold rain, under tight time constraints, 
and when no one is looking is different from having an auditableSEMS 
program in plaoe; people have called these differences in terms of the 
way organizations operate "organizational culture." 

Wi 11 SEMS Pro Mot EaCultur EoSaf Ety? 

Although a culture of safety isagoal of many organizations and attempts 
are made to measure it, people often finddescribingasafe culture in con -
crete terms difficult.According to James Reason, a definitionof culture 
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captures most of its essentials: "Shared values (what is important) and 
beliefs (how things work) that interact with an organization's structures 
and control systems to produoe behavioural norms (the way we do things 
around here)" (Reason 1983, p. 294, and 1997, p. 192). According to Booth, 
the United Kingdom Health andSafety Commission definedsafety culture 
in the following way: 

Thesafety culture of an organization is the product of individual and group 
values, attitudes, competencies, and patterns of behaviour that determine 
the commitment to, and the style and proficiencyof, an organization's 
health andsafety programmes. Organ izationswith a positivesafety culture 
are characterized by communications founded on mutual trust, by shared 
perceptions of the importance of safety, and by confidences the efficacy 
of preventive measure. (Booth 1993, p. 5) 

Culture is critical in the choices people make and can promote or 
inhibitsafechoices. Many people, according to Reason (1997, p. 192) 
believe that "asafety culture can only be achieved through some awe
some transformation," such as might occur asa result of a catastrophic 
organizational accident. He believes, however, that these changes are 
often short-lived because a safety culture is not something that springs up 
ready-madefrom theorganizational equivalent of a near-death experience, 
but, in fact, "emergesgradually from the persistant and successful applica
tion of practical and down-to-earth measures" (Reason 1997, p. 192). 

As major incident investigations haveshown (e.g., Borthwick2010; 
BP U.S. Refinerieslndependent Safety Review Panel 2007; CAIB 2003; 
CSB 2007; Cullen 1990; National Commission on the BP Deepmater 
Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling2011), theexistenoeofan effective 
safety culture is fundamental to the creation of a safe work environment. 
I n the incidents cited here, and many others, the lack of a positivesafety 
culture has been cited as a major contributor. It is, therefore, a logical 
supposition that safe operation in a high-hazard industry requires an 
effective culture of safety. The term "safety culture" isoften misconstrued 
as indicating a means of convincing individuals to comply with regulations 
and procedures; the term is more effective, however, when viewed as the 
i ntri nsic value of the i importance of safety (HSE 2011). 

Several industries and regulatory bodies in the United States as well 
as other countries have policies and guidelines for creating a positive 
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culture of safety. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. NRC) 
created a policy outlining its expectation that individuals and organiza
tions performing regulated activities establish and maintain a positive 
safety culture commensurate with the safety and security significance 
of their activities and the nature and complexity of their organizations 
and functions. U.S. NRC outlined several traits that are common in an 
effective culture of safety. These are cited in the report Macondo Well— 
Deepwater Horizon Blowout: Lessons for Improving Offshore Drilling 
Safety (NAE-NRC2011, pp. 92-93) and areadapted herewith additional 
information from Reason (1997) and HSE (2011): 

• Leadership safety values and actions. Genuine values are consistently 
communicated by leadership through visible commitment to safety; 
values and actions are not tied to leadership's personality or to com
mercial conoerns. Leadership'scommitmentdemonstratesahigh level 
of concern for safety throughout the organization through resource 
allocation and priority support for safety versus production. Orga
nizational leaders also visibly influenceand lead by demonstrating 
their values through their decisions and actions, thereby ensuring that 
employees see that the commitment to safety is genuine. 

• Problem identificationand resolution. Issues are identified,evaluated, 
addressed, and corrected promptly. 

• Personal aooountability. Personal responsibility for safety is accepted 
by each individual. Workers takea proactive role and ownership in their 
own safety and that of col leagues. 

• Workprooesses. Planningand control of work prooesses is implemented 
to maintain safety. 

• Continuous learning. The organization works as a learning 
organization—that is, an organization that pursues currant knowledge 
and collects data and information to becomeand remain informed and 
that adapts as this new knowledge and information are gained. 

• Environment for raising concerns. The organization maintainsasafety-
conscious work environment in which personnel feel free to raisesafety 
conoerns without fear of retaliation, intimidation, harassment, or 
discrimination. Reason (1997) describes this type of environment as 
a willing reporting culture, in which decisions and changes neoessary 
for sucoess are made fol lowi ng i nvestigations. 
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• Effective safety communication. Communications within the organi
zation maintain a focus on safety to ensure that mixed messages for 
competing priorities are not the norm. Knowledge and experience are 
shared across organizational boundaries. Thissharingcan beespecially 
important when different companies are involved in various phases of 
thesame project. Knowledge and experience are also shared vertically 
within the organization. 

• fespectful workenvironment. Trust and respect permeate the organ iza-
tion. The workforce is treated with dignity and respect. 

• Questioning attitude. Individuals avoid complaoency and continuously 
challengeexisting conditions and activities to identify discrepancies that 
might result in unsafe conditions. No worker hesitates, at any time, to 
question work practioesatany level, and this questioning is considered 
part of everyday work conversations. As noted by Meshkati (1999), 
a facility that emphasizes and fosters a culture of safety encourages 
employees to develop a questioning attitude and a rigorous and prudent 
approach to all aspects of their jobs and to establish open communica
tion between line workers and middle and upper management. 

According to Reason (1997, p. 196), a safety culture has four critical 
subcomponents: 

• A reporting culture: People are wi I li ng to report thei r own errors and 
near misses. 

• A just culture: Individuals areencouraged when they provide essential 
safety-related information. 

• A fbxibleculture: Control changesaocording to theexpertise needed in 
specificsituations because there is respect for members of the workforce 
who have the skills, experience, and abilities to respond to thesituation. 

• A learningculture: The organization and theworkforoe learn and make 
changes as needed. 

These four subcomponents interact to create an informed (i.e., safe) 
culture that will reduce the likelihood of organizational accidents. 

Another way of thinking about safety culture is that, in asafety culture, 
the subjective aspects of the organization (attitudes, perceptions, and 
values) are integrated with objective processes and systems. It is this 
integration and collaboration that support effective safety performance. 
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Able to Want to 
How; Process Why: Purpose 

Organization 

Mechanism 
What do people read 

or write . . .? 

Culture 
Why do people . . . 
if it wasn't in their 

immediate interest? 

Competency Motivation 
individual How are individuals Why would a totally 

capable of. . .? selfish person . . .? 

FIGURE 2-1 Interaction of culture and process. 

One useful way to explain the interaction between prooessand culture is 
with the matrix in Figure 2-1. This matrix illustrates the elements required 
for an action to occur rel iably in a real organization. Forsomething to occur 
reliably, the o/gerazaf/on as a whole and each individual in theorganization 
need to be abb to accomplish the action and need to want to do so. The 
organization-able-to quadrant of the matrix describes the mechanism an 
organization would use to operate safely. TheSEMS plan and supporting 
documentation correspond to theorganization-able-to quadrant. 

Without an effectiveSEMS (orSEMS-like) plan and appropriate docu
mentation, it is very unlikely that an organization could operate safely; 
however, great plans and supporting documentation do not mean the 
organization will be safe. The individual-abb- to quadrant of the matrix 
is competency; it describes how people as individuals are capable of 
executing the requirements of safe operations. There may begreat plans, 
but without competent individuals, they cannot be carried out. 

The individual-want-to quadrant is motivation; it describes those 
factors in theorganization that would cause a totally self-interested person 
to want to work safely. For example, if people real ly are total ly unmotivated 
to report incidents (e.g., because bonuses are lost or because the paper
work is just too much of a hassle) then more training on how to spot 
incidents will not address the issue. The individual must be motivated 
and empowered to work safely. 

Finally, the organization-want-to quad rant is the culture or behavioral 
norms that cause people to act properly even when no one is looki ng and 
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when it is not in their immediate best interest. A healthy safety culture 
causes people to report events accurately, even when they are at fault, 
because truthfulness is the norm. 

If one of these elements is missing, there will be a bottleneck in the 
organization's ability to work safely and with environmental respon
sibility, and more emphasis on the other elements will not address the 
problem. If either motivation or culture is missing, lack of additional 
training or lack of more detailed prooesseswill probably not be the root 
cause of an incident. The true root cause will probably be something 
missing in the organization's culture or the individual's motivation. 

Tobuildacultureof safety from an organizational level there must be 

• Mechanisms that establish structure and control by specifying what is 
needed for safe operation and providing for checking to see that these 
specificationsare being followed (SEMS' organizational element), and 

• Actions that establish safety norms by encouraging people to act properly 
even when no one is looking or when it is not in their immediate best 
interest. 

To build a culture of safety from the individual's level there must be 

• Mechan isms that bui Id competency by developing individual knowledge 
and skill (SEMS' requirements for training, operating procedures, and 
safe work practioes), and 

• Actions that build the motivation of atotallyself-interested person to 
act in accordance with behavioral norms. 

An organ ization'sculture is created by thousandsof individual actions 
and by leadership at al I levels; but the culture must be owned by the top 
leadership, in addition to the middle managers and the line workers, 
because "[n]o matter what regulatory system is used, safe operations 
ultimately depend on the commitment to systems safety by the people 
involved at all levels within theorganization" (NAE-NRC2011, p. 116). 

According to Petersand Waterman (1982), if there isastrong culture, 
all levelsof theorganization will havesharedgoalsand values. Thecultureof 
safety cannot be built or sustained through publishing statements from 
the chief executive officerand human resources department, posting 
notices in company internal and external communications, punishing 
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individuals for incidents of noncompliance (INCs), rewarding individuals 
for a lack of INCs, or reading perfunctory safety minutes prior to meetings. 
It is something that the leadership must live. The management of safety 
within an organization is ultimately a reflectionof its safety culture. 
A poorly designed and implemented SEMS program can work against 
creating the conditions needed for a healthy safety culture to develop. 
Conversely, effective implementation of aSEMSprogram isexpected to 
have a positive impact on the safety culture of companies operating on 
the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf; however, whether it will do so will not 
be known until trend data are available and analyzed. 

To exist and grow, a culture of safety requires reciprocity between 
corporate management and individual employees' values, beliefs,and per
ceptions. ASEMS program can create the backbone of the safety culture 
upon which organizations build these internal reciprocal relationships. 
A culture of safety requires commitment, engagement, and execution 
from all levels of the organization. It is this ownership and engagement 
that reshapes safety culture into a continuing, long-term commitment to 
improve. The committee agrees with the NAE-NRC committee that 

SEMS will require companies to adopt both a top-down and a bottom-up 
safety culture. Safe ... operations cannot be achieved solely through 
regulations, inspections, or mandates. They will only be realized when there 
isa ful I commitment to system safety, from the board room to the rig floor, 
and through recognition that a focus only on occupational safety will not 
ensure system safety. Compliance with either prescriptive regulations or 
standards related toachievingspecificsafety goals need[s] tobeconsidered 
a minimum requirement and not necessarily a way to meet duty of care 
obligations." (NAE-NRC 2011, pp. 119-120)1 

A common problem for some companies is the tension between 
organizational mandates regarding safety and pressure for efficiencyin 
terms of time and money. Companies continually make decisions that 
trade safety off against other objectives (e.g., time and cost). Without a 
framework that keeps safety concerns elevated to an appropriate level, 

1 The reader is referred to Chapter 5," I ndustry Management of Offshore Drilling," ofthe NAE-NRC 
(2011) report for additional information about system safety, safety culture, and high-reliability 
organizations. Thisinformation isnotstrictlylimitedtooffehoredrillingoperations, but isapplicable 
to offshore oil and gas faci I ities in general. 
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inefficient,even disastrous, decisions will ultimately be made. This can 
happen when theconflictof responsibiIity and accountability with respect 
to many different organizational goals (e.g., safety, time, and production) 
ensures that the target with the most forceful message from top man
agement will prevail. Building trust that top management will support 
safety decisions made by personnel throughout the organization, even 
when they are in conflictwith other priorities, is the only way to achieve 
a culture of safety. SEMS alone cannot build this trust. 

To achieve reliably safe operations, more than a well-definedSEMS 
program is needed. People in the organization must actually use the 
SEMS program and improve its implementation on a continuing basis. 
Thus, auditing of SEMS programs should extend beyond verifying the 
existenoe of aSEMS program—and theexistenoe of documentation that 
supports its use—to assuring that what is described in theSEMS plan is 
actually the way people in the organization think and work.2 Effective 
measurement of the efficacy of a SEMS program must extend beyond 
verifying the paper records of the program to examining how theSEMS 
plan is used to guide what individuals in the organization do to ensure 
safe and environmentally responsible operations. 

GuidinGQuEStion Sfdevaluation audit 

Any audit prooess offers multiple opportunities for checking the strength 
and effectiveness of each platform's realization of SEMS. A sequence of 
guiding questions provides a preliminary structure for the audit: 

1. Isa SEMS plan in place? Is the plan complete? Is there a document to 
read? Has the owner or operator structured a plan that covers all the 
neoessary personnel, equipment, and situation^? 

2. Is the plan feasible and effect!ve?Given that a plan is in place, how 
good is the plan at reducing risk£? If the steps outlined in the plan 

2 Individual, organizational, and technical factors and their impact on the culture of safety are all 
considered in the various philosophies, frameworks, andtechniquesespoused by leading researchers 
who study highly complex systems, high-reliability organizations, and the like. For more detailed 
discussions of this issue, the reader is referred to the following sources (to name but a few): ABS 
(2012), Bea (2002), Hopkins(2004,2006), LaPorteandConsolini (1991), Reason (1997),Scarlett 
et al. (2011),Schein (1992,2004), Weick (1987), and Weick andSutcliffe (2001,2007). 
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are followed, will they besucoessful in meeting program safety goate? 
Are sufficientresouroes available to comply with the plan? How does 
the plan compare with plans that have been developed for other similar 
platforms and have been shown to be effective? 

3. Do personnel know about the plan? A wel I -wri tten and careful ly thought-
out program will notsucoeed if the personnel required to follow it are 
not aware of it. Is there a way to track components of SEMS with the 
neoessary personnel? As personnel are replaoed, is there a prooess by 
which new personnel are introduced to their responsibilities? Is the 
plan pervasive throughout the organization? 

4. Can and do personnel effectively carry out the plan? That personnel are 
aware of the program does not mean that they can follow it effectively. 
Isa training program in plaod? Are there periodic tests and drills with 
which personnel can demonstrate their familiarity and expertise with 
details of the plan? 

5. Is the plan affect ingsafety? Jde goals of SEMS programsare to improve 
both occupational and prooesssafety. Are metrics that perm it verification 
of the SEMS plan being recorded and tracked? Is the plan being used 
to instill and encourage a healthy safety culturd? Long-term effective
ness can only be assessed through the comparison of tracked measures 
with baseline data. Are near-miss events related to occupational and 
prooesssafety being recorded and evaluated? A careful definitionof 
performance metrics would allow for comparisons across platforms, 
rigs, operations, lesseesand operators, and regions. Itwould also facilitate 
international comparisons. 

Each question requiresadifferentauditapproach;adifferent data col lection 
requirement; a different audit schedule; and, potentially, adifferent type of 
trained auditor. Strengthsand weaknesses of alternatives for these options 
arediscussed in the following sections. 

aSSESSinGth EEffECtiv En ESSoSEMS 
and itSEffECfefihiltur E 

With its inspection and audit programs, the Bureau of Safety and Envi
ronmental Enforcement (BSEE) is in a unique position to influenoehow 
SEMS is implemented and integrated into an organization. Asdiscussed 
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above, more than a well-definedSEMS program is needed to achieve 
reliably safe operations; people in the organization must actually imple
ment the program and improve it on a continuing basis. An effective 
audit program would extend assurance beyond verifying paper records 
to investigating how the program is used to guide what individuals in 
the organization do to ensure safe and environmentally responsible 
operations. 

For example, issuing INCs for failure to comply with prescriptive 
regulations leads to an attitude that compliance equals safety and does 
not influencebehavior beyond the minimum standard. Because tacit 
knowledgeexoeedsexplicit knowledge by several times, it is not possible to 
defi neaset of rules that, if fol lowed exhaustively, wi 11 create safety. People 
need to understand the objectives and work toward those objectives, not 
blindly fol Iowa minimum standard. 

Even worse, issuing INCs as punishment after the fact for inappropri
ate behavior (the stick half of a carrot-and-stick approach) can create a 
culture of fear and blame. Practical experience in everything from child 
raising to conforming to agroup norm hasshown that fear of punishment 
can be used to provide a minimum level of expected behavior, but fear 
of punishment does not normally affect basic attitudes. 

More will be described later in this report, but briefly,BSEE has a 
critical role in 

• Auditing for the existence of a SEMS program and for its built-in 
improvement mechanisms and 

• Gradi ng and counsel i ng before the fact to help management establ ish 
norms and motivation (the carrot). 

G rad i ng and counsel i ng wi 11 hel p co rporate leadersh i p better u nderstand 
how to strengthen the actual structure, controls, and competency that 
exist in its operations. BSEE can also help corporate leadership understand 
how to improve the actual state of behavioral norms and motivation in 
its operations. 

Such an evaluation system should not bestrictly objective or quanti
tative and cannot bea matter of passor fail. The evaluation system will 
need elements such as interviews withasample of workersand first-level 
supervisors, grading of each of the elements of SEMS, and reviews 
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of results with leadership. This process must be repeated periodically 
to findtrends, and evaluation results should be publicly reported to 
provide both a carrot and a stick. Most importantly, it will require 
changingfrom an INC mentality (punishment) to a cooperative mentality 
(consultation and advioe). 

aWordf hoPE 

Since 1968, the oil and gas industry has reduoed lost-time incidents by 
some 97.5 percent (Figure2-2), despitea large increase in hours worked. 
This change did not happen randomly. The industry has specifically 
focused on significantlyimproved occupational safety over the past 
few decades. Accomplishing this improvement required not only new 
prooesses (such as job safety analysis), but also cultural change. In the 
early 1970s, operations people actually quipped," If you aren't missing a 
finger,it means you haven't worked very hard." No onesays this today, 
and if someone were to say it, heorshe would be viewed by many of his 
or her peers with disdain. 
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FIGURE 2-2 Industry safety metrics. For 2007, man-hours areestimated 
and third-quarter incidence rates are used. (LTI = lost-time incidents; 
Rec. = recordable; DART = daysawayand restricted time. Source: IADC2011.) 
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FIGURE 2-3 Personal versus process safety pyramids. 
(Source: Hopkins2009.) 

The focus on occupational (personal) safety has led to dramatic 
reductions in lost-time incidents, recordable incidents, and the like. 
However, organizations with a good occupational safety record are not 
necessarily managing large-scale risks—that is, system safety or process 
safety—appropriately, as illustrated in the Macondo wel\-Deepwater 
Horizon catastrophe (see NAE-NRC 2011). Managing process safety 
means ensuring "that safety is built into a system with the objective 
of preventing or significantlyreducing the likelihood of a potential 
accident" (NAE-NRC 2011, p. 91) in order to manage the very rare but 
very high-consequenoe incidents that can lead to multiple losses of life, 
substantial property loss, andextensiveenvironmental damage.3 Figure2-3 
shows the difference between the occupational (personal) and process 
safety pyramids. 

In the past, regulators and the industry have not focused as much 
on total system safety (which includes process safety) as they should. 
The committee believes that, with a properly constructed SEMS program 

3 For additional discussions ofsystem safety, 9ee for example, Leveson (2011), Rasmussen (1997), 
and Rasmussen andSvedung (2000). 
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that encompasses a clear focus and intentional action, the industry can 
improve prooess safety without compromising occupational safety. 

In a widely circulated video, Brian Appleton, technical adviser to 
the Lord Cullen inquiry team into the Piper Alpha accident in the 
North Sea, makes the point that a safety audit that does not finddefi -
cienciesinanSMSshould besuspect: "Insafety, no news is not good news" 
(Appleton 1995). The committee heard similar sentiments in meetings 
with the CaliforniaState Lands Commission and PetroleumSafiety Author
ity Norway, two organizations that have extensive experience auditing 
SMSprograms. That is, a pass-fail, I NC-based audit of aSEMSprogram 
that does not finddeficienciesis probably not a good audit. Such an 
audit will haveatendency to focus on written policies and procedures to 
determine whether they contain the exact wording required by 30 CFR 
250, Subpart S, and operators wi 11 expend great effort to assure that the 
wordsare "correct" and the proper documentation is on file. 

If BSEE'sgoal is, as it should be, toencourageacultureof safety so that 
individuals know the safety aspects of their actions and are motivated 
to think about safety, then theagency will need to evolve an evaluation 
system for SEMS that emphasizes theeval uation of attitudes and actions 
rather than documentation and paperwork. All of the elements of SEMS 
must be addressed, but it is more important that those who are actually 
doing the work understand and practioe these elements than that these 
elements are documented. 

Lord Cullen said of the Piper Alpha "permit to work" system, "The 
operating staff had no commitment to working to the written proce
dure; and... the prooedure was knowingly and flagrantlydisregarded" 
(Appleton 1995). An evaluation system that emphasized documentation 
may have missed the lack of a proper culture of safety on ihe Pi per Alpha. 

The remainder of this report contains the committee's justification 
and recommendations for how BSEE can assess the effectiveness of an 
operator'sSEMS program whilesimultaneously promoting development 
of afundamental transformation of the industry'ssafety culture. The report 
describes an approach that the committee believes will guide BSEE in 
playingacritical rolein helping the industry transform itssafety culture, 
with thegoal of making the risk of working offshore as low as reasonably 
practicable (ALARP). 
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Methods for Assessing Effectiveness 

Control isa vital management function by which operationsare brought 
into compliance with predetermined standards that are established on 
the basis of planning and implementing systems to achieve the goals of 
an organization. It is axiomatic that to control, one must firstmeasure. 
To measure, onemust know the characteristics of the parameters on which 
measurements are being made. If measurements are to be made reliably, 
the influenoesthat affect the measurement must be known. Operational 
results, causes, and effort can be measured. The data so acquired must 
be evaluated as to the i mpact on performance, which isa measure of the 
effectiveness of the actions. Decisions about effectiveness, therefore, are 
quite complex, in that they involvejudgments about assessment, methods, 
and evaluation of data from operations. Thedegree of complexity increases 
with the complexity of the system being evaluated. 

The Safety and Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) regula
tions requi re operators to develop and subm it aSEMS plan to the Bureau 
of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE). Assessment of the 
effectiveness of an operator's SEMS program is an essential step toward 
improving the quality ofSEMSapplication in practice. SEMS regulations 
prescribespecificaudit requirements: a comprehensiveaudit 2 years from 
the initial implementation of theSEMS program and at least once every 
3 years thereafter. 

Potential assessment methods 

The breadth and depth of SEMS requi re that several methods be used to 
assess its effectiveness on an ongoing basis for continuous improvement 
in development and implementation. Operators, who are responsible 
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for the development of aSEMSprogram, must developa plan for assessing 
the implementation and performance of the program at the same time. 
The Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Environmental Man
agement Systems for Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Operations 
(thecommittee) has identifiednine methods that may be used to assess 
the effectiveness of an operator's SEMS program: 

1. Compliance inspections, 
2. Audits, 
3. Peer reviews and peer assists, 
4. Key performance indicators, 
5. Whistleblower programs, 
6. Periodic lessee reports, 
7. Tabletop exercises or dri I Is, 
8. Monitoring sensors, and 
9. Calculation of risk with SEMS in plaoe. 

Some of these methods can be further subdivided. These nine methods 
are not mutually exclusive, and elements of each could be combined 
to develop the most effective evaluation program for a given operator. 
Table3-1 summarizes the nine methods, which arediscussed below, and 
notes pros and cons for each one. 

Compl iancsispections 

Compliance inspection isoneofthesimplestformsofSEMSverification. 
The intent is to verify, with little time and minimal inspector training, 
that at least portions of the SEMS program are operating. The compli
ance inspection is not meant to be a comprehensive audit such as that 
described below; rather, it provides a general indication of thestateof 
theSEMS program by verifying specifiocomponents. Checklists may be 
used to conduct compliance inspections to ensure that documentation 
is compliant with the regulations. For example, the inspector may use 
a brief checklist to verify that SEMS items such as training (certificates) 
and operating procedures and emergency response plans are in plaoe and 
that staff are familiar with the use of the latter two. Carefully crafted 
interviews of operational personnel can be very effective in determining 
whether workers understand how and why their actions lead to safer 



TABLE3-1 Summary of Methodsfor Assessjngthe Effectivenessof SEJVlS Procrams 
Method Description Pros Cons Notes 

1. CorrpliancBinspection 

a Checklist 

Chboard SBVIS check by 
day-to-day BSEEi nspectors; 
regional inspectorscan 
al so perform SBVIS check 

Checklist to ensue SBVISis 
i n pi ace on platform 

Checklist scope and details 
may vary 

Maintains minimal 
compliance 

Rovi des regul atory pres-
enoe at the operati ons 
level 

Si mpl e to i mplerrent wi th 
minimal training 

May quickly identify 
defidencies/vith 
SBVIS program and 
implementation 

b. Interviews,witnessing, Interviewsorothercorrmunica Can provide information 
and SD forth ti on wi th pi atform personnel 

to determi ne whether they 
understand the SBVIS proganq 
inducing possible test ckills 

May be ooncurrent with 
admi nisteri ng checkl ists 

to assess whether 
pi atform personnel 
are knowledgeable 
and use SBVIS 

Soope of SBVIS check I i mi ted 
because of responsibi I itiesfor 
inspectionsof all otherman-
datory requi rerrents 

May onl y assess compl i anoe 
with paperwork or system; 
I i mi ted assessment of 
effectivenessof the SBVIS 
program 

Ratformspedficpot acorporate-
wide check 

Content and qual i ty can vary 
extensively 

Must develop checkl ists 

Can be subjective 
Ftel i ant on i ntervi ewer ski 11 s 
Additional SBVIStraining 

required, perhapssubstantial 
"nneoonsuming 

Cal i forni a State Lands 
Cbrrmi ssi on program 
isan example 



2. Audt Ffeviewof implerrentationand 
quality of SEMSat both 
corporateand platformlevel 

Ratformlevel maybeall platforms 
orasampling 

Soope(e.g., comprehensi\eor 
9el ected oomponents) and 
detai I s (ti me i nten/al, audi ti ng 
protoools)canvary 

a Fferiodicaudit Ramedinadvanoeon a regular 
basis, typically2-to3-year 
interns 

b. Surpriseor 
random audt 

a Event-divenaudt 

lhannounoed; a combi nation 
of randomly selected SEMS 
acrossall owners 

Triggered by events such as i njury 
or death, pollution, aneer 
miss, and nonoomplianoe 

3. Fteerra/iew, peer assist Assessrrentof SSVISirrplerren-
tati on by a team oompoeed of 
peersfromthe i ndustry 

Raven method 
Establ i shed audi ti ng pro

tocols avail ablefor pro
cess safety management 
(e.g., AR, American 
Instituteof Chemical 
Engineers) 

Soope and detai I s can vary 

fen onl y prcM de a reasonabl e 
assurance that thesystemis 
effective 

Spedficprotooolsneed to be 
devel oped for defi necfeoope 

Audi tor requi red to be expert at 
savis 

Several audi tors may be requi red 
in order to look at all SEMS 

fen be s±iedd ed to meet 
BSEE requi rerrents 

fen be a oorrprehensi\e 
audit 

I nstantaneousassessment 
of state of SEMS 
implementation 

I rrrredi atel y corrects SEM S 
issues, if applicable 

Cost and time 
Need to devel op sped ficprotoools 

for SEMSaudt 

May disrupt normal activities 
(e.g., cHllingor testing) 

May not be oomprehensi\« 

Fteactive, laggingasasssment 
May not refledprooessesin 

pi see pri or to i nd dent 

Qj del i nes for meet
ing BSEE audit 
requirements 

"Sirprise" means 
several days! notice, 
not instantaneously 

May be requi red i n any 
case by regulations 

Team is qual ifiecfend 
experienoedin SE3VIS 

Nonthreateni ng i dentifi ca
tion of catastrophic 
weaknessesand 
opportuni ti esto i mprcwe 

Good potential to learn 
from each others' SEM S 

I ndependenoe may be questi oned 
Rstential confIictsaf interest and 

confidentiality 
Rstential legal liability issues 

rel ated to d sooverabi I i ty of 
recomrrendationsand ream 
mendati onsgi ven i n good fai th 
that have poor outoorres 

(continuedon next page) 



TABLE3-1 (continued) Summary of M ethodsfor Assessing the Effectiveness of SEM S Proccams 
Method Description Pros Cons Notes 

4. 1^ performance indcators Usemetricsfromcorporate-or Qjantitati\e Lhd ear as to how current metri cs BSEEcan establish 
p| atforrmsped f i data to Ea^r to implement rel ate to SBVIS effectiveness spedficSEMSINCs 
assess S0VIS effect i veness Can be automated and N©/v metri cs may need to be 

Metri cs can be currentl y reported reported to BSEE developed 
ones(e.g., INCs, spills, regularly (quarterly) If metricsdo not accurately 
aoddents, near misses) or Could be used to identify refl eclsafe oond ti ons, they 
expressly developed new spedficproblem could create complacency 
ones [e.g., number of changes platforms 
(i.e., MOQ, saviSlNCfe] BSEEdatabases avai 1 abl e 

for analysis 

5. Wiistleblowerprogam Owner1 spd icy and programsfor FToadiveforidentifying Laggi ng indicator of probl errs 
anonymxis reporting of events corrective actions already in pi aoe 
or situations by errployees Evidenoeof management's Disgruntled personscan report 
orotherpersonstooomple- corrrritrrenttoSBVIS falseinforrration 
ment normal reporting and Engagesstaffdaytoday Dspendent on culture 
corrrrunicationchannelsthat Ea^ to implement Fteqiiresfollcw-upprogramand 
would lead to better SEMS fast and transparent fol Icw-up 
implementation bycwner 

6. Fteri ode I essse report Qjarterly, biannual, or yearly tfeeps SEMS relevant Accuracyof self-report can be 
spedfi (report from the lessee and reoent in termsof questioned 
on the statusand effectiveness operator'sprooesses Can be onerouson operator 
of itsSEMSprogram Asvduntarysubrrissions, Soope and detail are not defined 

Soopeanddetailsof these these may be usefd and may need to be developed 
vduntaryreportscanvary when performing 

mandatory SEMSaudits 

May be available in 
other industries 
(e.g., nudear, aviation) 

Fteportoontextand 
content are arrent 
and relevant; may be 
corporate level rather 
than platformspedfic 



7. Tabletop exercise or drill R anned or surprise drill with fen become a subset of fennot test all SEMS—would 
spedficactionstotest SEMS; existing drills have to be a sel ecti on 
similar to spill drills True reflectionof SEMS Woul d requi re much prepl ami ng 

Can vary f rom si mpl e to oorrpl ex inaction by owner and BSEE 
exerci ses, dependi ng on the fen only be appl ied to a 1 i mited 
soopeof SEMStested number of fad li ties 

"Timeoonsuming 
May requi re dedicated BSEE 

personnel and ski II set 

8. Monitoring sensors Tracki ng onboard sensors to Qjantitati\eSEMS Need to identify ho/v these 
establish sped fiaretricsfor measure sensors may reflectSEMS 
SEMS purposes Rossi bl e fut rre devel oprrent 

of SEMSspedficsensors 
Can send data back to 

shore for eval uati on 

issues 

9. felculationof riskwith Specif i aquanti tati\e methods Measurable Qjantitati\e, resultscan vary 
SEMSin plaoe(QRA) that use owner'sSSVIS pro- fen see changes in between GRA approaches 

gramas well asstatisticsfrom performance over ti me Need data over ti rre to see trends 
platform operations to deter Need basel i ne data for stati sti cal 
mine effectivenesses SEMS analysis 
overtime CUtput depends on model 

assurrpti onsand detai 1 s 

Note: API = American Petroleum InSitute; INC= incident of noncompliance; MOC = management of change; QRA = quantitative risk assessment. 
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operations and can lead to an understanding of the underlying safety 
and environmental cultureof the organization. These typesof interviews 
are also part of normal audit procedures. 

audits 

An audit of a SEMS program should be a classic audit that consists 
of a comprehensive, systematic col lection and review of information 
to ensure the program is being maintained and operated as intended. 
Where possible, the audit should verify objective evidenoe that shows 
conformance with the SEMS program. The audit can be performed 
by one or more internal staff (a fi rst-partyaudit), by an associated outside 
organization (a second-party audit), or by a completely independent 
organization (a third-party audit). Audits may be periodic, surprise or 
random, or event driven. Event-driven audits are particularly effective in 
leading to an understanding of what went wrong and why and are often 
the impetus for major changes in industry approaches and regulatory 
oversight. The current BSEESEMS regulation that went into effect 
November 14,2011, allows first-pecond-, and third-party audits, but the 
pendingSEMSII regulation, as proposed intheSeptember2011 notioeof 
proposed rulemaking (BOEMRE2011a), authorizes only independent 
third-party audits. Complete or partial audits of an operator's SEMS 
program could be conducted, as justified by reports from inspectors, 
reviews of operators' audit reports, incidents, or events. 

PeeiRevieoDitPeer assist 

Often simply referred to as "peer assist," this method of assessing 
effectiveness engages several respected industry peers from outside the 
organization, including other operators, in reviewing the company's 
compliance performance and SEMS implementation. The reviewers 
then suggest helpful ideas for improvement. There may or may not be 
formal documentation. 

Pserassistsareacommon intracompanyand intercompany activity for 
technical and economic issues and have been found to work well in other 
contexts. There are different protocols for this method (e.g., different 
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levels of required response to peer recommendations). For example, a 
peer assist can be 

• An informal process with no formal recommendations or written 
record, 

• Aformal prooess with formal recommendations and written responses 
to the recommendations, or 

• Some variant in between. 

Onegoal of the peer review or peer assist method is to havean independent 
set of eyes focusi ng on a company's operations with the sole purpose of 
helping that company improve. Toensure confidentiality,members of the 
team could be asked to sign a confidentialityagreement before serving. 
This method is based on the premise of promoting a "don't blame, let's 
improve" culture. The aviation industry is one in which the peer assist 
approach is employed.1 

Ke^erform a ncei n d icators 

Key performance indicators (KPIs) are commonly used to evaluate a 
program's success or the success of a particular activity. KPIs work wel I 
when there are clear objective metrics that can be quantified,such as 
barrels of oil produoed or number of lost-time incidents. A difficultyin 
using KPIs to assess the effectiveness of a SEMS program lies in deter
mining thespecificmetricsthat will be used to measure theeffectiveness 
of the program. The prooess used by Petroleum Safety Authority (PSA) 
Norway, called Risikoniva i norsk petroleums/irksomhet, is one approach 
that would be a useful starting point for BSEE KPIs. This approach is 
described more fully in thesection on PSA Norway in Chapter 4. 

Wh istleblEivoeprams 

A whistleblower program provides a means for an internal or external 
person (or organization) with knowledge that the SEMS program, or 
some of its components, is not being implemented correctly or is being 

1 See http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oce/appel/ask/isues/40/40ijDeer_assist.html. 

http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oce/appel/ask/isues/40/40ijDeer_assist.html
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falsifiedto bring this information to the attention of the proper authority. 
I n most cases such a program must protect the identity of the informant 
as well as guarantee that no repercussions, such as an employee's losing 
his or her job, will be forthcoming. Many industries use whistleblower 
programs, so there are many examples that can be used in conjunction 
with SEMS programs. 

Period idessiteports 

Operators or lessees may generate periodic reports describing the 
effectiveness of their SEMS program. Although perhaps open to quest ions 
about impartiality and accuracy, such reports do force the operator 
to take an active approach to SEMS implementation and monitoring. 
The contents of the report can range from an open format definedby the 
operator to aspecificformat and content required by the regulator. 

t abletopxerciaes drills 

Special dri lis or tests of an operator's SEMS program can be performed 
on a planned or surprise basis. Similar drills related to issues of life, 
safety, and environmental releases are already performed on offshore 
faci I it ies. Because tabletop dri I Is are not com monplace for SEMS, con
siderable planning by both the operator and the regulator would be 
needed to make the dri 11 specif ido testing the effectiveness ofaSEMS 
program. 

mon i tor i n cpensors 

Mechanical sensors that monitor pressures, temperatures, flowrates, 
and related data can possibly be used in developing metrics that will 
determine the effectiveness of the SEMS program. The specif icmonitors, 
thei r relation to SEMS, and how such a system would work have yet to 
be determined. Some of these monitors may be in plaoe already as part 
of normal production operations, while new monitoringdevicesspecific 
toSEMS metrics may need to bedeveloped. Ideally, these systems would 
be able to send information directly back to shore for real-time SEMS 
monitoring. 
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Ca leu I atiftiskvith semsiriPlace 

A formal quantitative risk assessment (QRA) for a platform based on 
SEMS-specifiodata can be used to mon itor the effectiveness of a SEMS 
program. The change in the QRA risk level when theSEMS program is 
modifiedor updated will show how effective the program is, although 
it isa computed theoretical effectiveness. One advantage of this method 
is that the owner can use the QRA risk level to determine the effective
ness of alternativeSEMS-related modificationsand upgrades to assist in 
determining the best approach from aSEMS perspective. 

measuRing tRends 

The methods identifiedabove di rectly assess the effectiveness of spe -
cifiooperator SEMS programs. However BSEE could aggregate the data 
across operators to monitor the trends and provide input to operators 
on specificimprovements or areas of concern. Continuous improve -
ment programs (CIPs), which are common in the offshore oil and gas 
industry, are one example of such an approach. In a CIP, employees 
typically submit suggestion slips or other forms of corporate feedback 
(sometimesanonymously) related to improvements to operations, includ
ing SEMS-type activities. Monitoring and reporting of thesesuggestions 
and how they changeover time (e.g., an increasing or decreasing num
ber of SEMS suggest ions and the focus and types of suggestions) can be 
informative and lead to improvements in the industry's overall safety 
record. Another example is the industrywide collection and evaluation 
of SEMS-related data, such as data on safety and release i ncidents. Such 
data collections will improve the understanding of the effectiveness of 
SEMS across the i ndustry as wel I as identify specifiooperators that have 
issues (or, conversely, that do not have issues) with thei r SEMS programs 
in comparison with their peers. 

summaRy 

Each of the methods described above could havea role in the assessment 
of both the progress being made in the implementation of SEMS and 
the effectiveness of SEMS. Evaluating SEMS isacontinuous activity and 
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therefore could include, at appropriate times and appropriate levels of 
the organization, aselection of the methods out lined above. 

An audit isa periodicactivity. Operating management, from first-line 
supervisors to top management, might findit useful to assess their 
progress toward improvement of safety and environmental conditions 
on an ongoing basis with a combination of SEMS monitoring sensors, 
KPIs, records of potential incidents of noncompliance, interviews, and 
other methods. Periodicassessment with drills, peer reviews, and lessee 
SEMS reports might have a broader scope than operational aspects and 
operating management. The methods that the committee recommends 
are presented in Chapter 6. 



4 

Existing Approaches for Assessing 
Safety Management Systems 

It is impossible for a regulator to inspect quality into the petroleum industry. 
The industry itself must ensure quality. 

—MagneOgnedal, Director General, 
Petroleum Safety Authority Norway 

This chapter presentsadescription of thesafety management programs of 
various U.S. and international regulatory agencies whose safety mandate 
issimilar to that of the Bureau ofSafety and Environmental Enforcement 
(BSEE). Each of these agencies has developed a program and established 
regulations to assure the compl ianoe of thespecificactivities and cultures 
of the industries under its purview. In addition, the newly established 
Center for Offshore Safety (COS) is described, and its potential value to 
the U.S. offshore oi I and gas industry is discussed. 

The Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Environmental 
Management Systemsfor Outer Conti nental Shelf Oi I and Gas Operations 
(the committee) reoeived presentations from and conducted follow-up 
inquireswith the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
and MineSafetyand Health Administration (MSHA)of theU.S. Depart
ment of Labor, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), and the California Sate 
Lands Commission (CSLC), as well as with the United Kingdom (UK) 
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and Petroleum Safety Authority (PSA) 
Norway. On the basis of the information gathered, the committee 
attempted to address the fol lowi ng questions for each agency, asappl icable: 

• What has been done to ensure there is a safety management system 
(SMS) in plaod? 

• How does the regulatory authority know that theSMS is working? 
• How does the regulatory agency enforce it? 

43 
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• Now that the agency has had some experienoe with a safety manage
ment program, what does it believe is effective in the program? What 
would the agency change in the program if it could? 

U.S.RegUIatoRy agencies 

U.S. coastguard 

The USCG policy for enforcing the International Safety Management 
(ISM) Code isdivided into two major areas. Thefirstareaof responsibility 
is for U.S. flagvsssels mandated to comply with the ISM Code. USCG is 
the flagadministration agency for the implementation and enforcement 
of the ISM Code on U.S. flagvessels and administers this responsibility 
through adelegation of recognized and authorized organizationsaccording 
to46CFR8, "Vessel Inspection Alternatives." Thesecond area of responsi
bility is verificationof compliance with the ISM Code on foreign-flagves -
selsentering U.S. ports. Detailed guidelines for enforcement of the ISM 
Code on foreign-flagvessels subject to the U.S. Port State Control program 
are contained in Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular (NVIC) 4-98. 
ThisNVICcontainsall of theapplicable International Maritime Organiza
tion guideline documents for the ISM Code. 

Compliance with the ISM Code is unique because the code is integral 
to nearly every other aspect of overall regulatory compliance. A basic 
tenant of any SMS is that the system must be in constant compliance 
with requirements for safety and environmental protection. Because of 
this, USCG marine inspectors will, in the course of routine material and 
human element inspections, provide a means of measuring compliance 
with the ISM Code. Confirmationof compliance can takeseveral forms, 
the most basicof which is simply to verify that the vessel hasa valid ISM 
CodeSafety Management Certificated a copy of the company's Docu -
ment of Compliance Certificate.The next, and more complex, level is to 
identify links between any deficienciesnoted during the course of rou -
tine inspectionsand thevessel'sSMS. The latter task requires that marine 
inspectors have a working knowledge of the elements of the ISM Code 
as well as knowledge of the duties and training of shipboard personnel. 
Toassist marine inspectors in making thesejudgments,atraining course 
has been established at the Marine Inspection and Investigation School 
at the USCG Training Center in Yorktown, Virginia. All USCG marine 
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inspectors and vessel-boarding officersare required to read and become 
familiar with the ISM Code and NVIC 04-98. 

USCG oversight of ISM Codeauditingor ISM Codeoertificationpro -
cesses for theSMSofa U.S. company or vessel is coordinated through the 
authorized organization. Any examination of a vessel for any purpose is 
also an opportunity to judge the effectiveness of theSMS. Although ISM 
oversight is not the primary purpose of the visit, inspectors are alert to 
whether the deficienciesthey findwhile performing other inspections 
should have been managed with theSMS. Oversight may also occasion
ally arise from investigations into vessel casualties, reports by vessel crew 
members, or at the direction of the USCG commandant. 

Any time an authorized organization's surveyor notes significant 
material deficienciesperious lack of maintenance of a vessel or itsequip -
ment, or failure of the crew to follow safety procedures, the potential 
or actual failure of theSMS procedures is analyzed. This analysis may 
include instances of a lack of routine maintenance of critical systems 
or of equipment or material failures that have not been submitted as a 
corrective action request and that indicate a clear failure of the crew to 
follow maintenanceorsafety procedures. Information to make this type 
of determ i nation may be col lected by 

• Observing or interviewing the crew members responsible for thearea 
of theSMS where the deficientitem was noted. Crew members should 
be knowledgeable about the responsibilities required of them by SMS 
procedures. 

• Verifying that SMS procedures are being carried out with regard to the 
area of deficiency. 

• Asking the master or responsible crew member to give an account of 
what corrective action has been initiated under the SMS and to cite 
evidenoe of this action. Failure to submit corrective action reports 
is noted and, depending on the severity and number of instanoes, is 
reported to the organization that issued the Safety Management Cer-
tificate.When thesefailuresarefound, the representative of theautho -
rized organization acting on behalf of the United States mist provide 
a report, orally or in writing, to the cognizant local officerin charge, 
marine inspection. These reports are required to besubmitted as soon 
as possible; in addition, oral or written reports (the latter of which can 
be delivered via e-mail) aresupposed to be made within 48 hours. 
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If it appears that any portion of the SMS is not being fol lowed, USCG 
personnel may issue a vessel deficiencycitation (Form CG-835, Notice 
of Merchant Marine Inspection Requirements) to the vessel's master 
requesting verificationof compliance from the authorized organization 
that issued the vessel's Safety Management Certificate. If the noncon -
formity is linked to shoreside operations, then compliance from the 
authorized organization that issued the company's Document of Com
pliance Certificateis also required. It is the vessel master's responsibility 
to notify the organization that issued theSafety Management Certificate 
or Document of Compliance Certificate.Depending on the severity of 
the deficiency,USCG may al low a reasonable period of t i me to satisfy the 
requirements of the CG-835. In cases in which thedeficientitem would 
restrict the vessel from sai I ing, the ti me al lowed by the CG-835 for veri -
ficationof the SMS should be proportionally short. 

U.S. occupational Safety andttfrBilrtbtration 

Process safety management (PSM) is an OSHA regulation intended 
to prevent or minimize the consequences of a catastrophic release of 
hazardous materials from specifioonshore processing operations, nota -
bly chemical and hydrocarbon facilities. PSM is similar to Safety and 
Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) in that it involves com
prehensive procedures and management practioes to ensure safe opera
tions that protect workers and, by extension, minimize environmental 
consequenoes. The PSM rule is contained in 29 CFR 1910.119, "Process 
safety management of highly hazardous chemicals." 

PSM was initiated in 1992 after several large-scale chemical incidents, 
including the explosion in Flixborough, England, in 1974; the toxic 
release in Bhopal, India, in 1984; the toxic release at the Union Carbide 
facility in Institute, West Virginia, in 1985; and others. Investigations 
and studies of these events indicated that a performance standard was 
needed that would provide a comprehensive management program— 
a holistic approach that would integrate technologies, procedures, and 
management practioes. The details of such a program are contained in 
29 CFR 1919.119. 

PSM covers 225 different industry subsectors with an estimated 10,000 
to 15,000prooesses. ThePSM regulation (29CFR 1910.119) wasfirstpub -
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lished in February 1992. Covered facilities were required to comply with the 
standard by May 26,1992. Thestandard provided a period of approxi
mately 5 years for employers to conduct their initial process hazard 
analyses (PH As), with 25 percent of the PHAs to be conducted in each 
year, starting in 1994, and all PHAs to be completed by May 1997. The 
PHAelement of PSM must be updated and revalidated at least every 
5 years [29 CFR 1919.119 (c)(6)], and audits to ensure compliance with 
al I provisions of PSM must be conducted at least every 3 years [29 CFR 
1919.119(0)]. 

I n contrast, theSEMS regulation was publ ished in October 2010, with 
full implementation required by November 15,2011 [30CFR250.1900(a)]. 
Although November 2011 was the deadline for implementation of aSEMS 
plan, operators were not required to submit a written plan. Instead, they 
have been subject to audit at any ti me thereafter and must be able to dem
onstrate they haveaSEMSplan in plaoe if there isan incident. 

Several American Petroleum I nstitute (API) publ ications that address 
PSM with regard to oil and gas operations are available, including API 
Recommended Practioe (RP) 750, Management of Process Hazards (API 
1990); API RP 752, Management of Hazards Associated with Location 
of Prooess Plant Building (API 2003); API RP 754, Process Safety Per
formance Indicators for the Refinincpnd Petrochemical Industries (API 
2010b); and API RP 755, Fatigue Risk Management Systems for Fbrsonnel 
in theRefinirxpndPetrochemical Industries (API 2010a). The latter two 
incorporate recommendations from the study of the 2005 Texas City 
explosion (ABSG Consulting Inc. 2006; BPU.S. Refinerieslndependent 
Safety Review Panel 2007). PSM also references several publications 
related to chemical plants and other types of industrial facilities that 
handle hazardous materials. Because PSM is a performance manage
ment standard, it requires employers to identify the codes and stan
dards they use with respect to equipment and to document that they 
have compl ied with recognized and general ly accepted good engi neer-
ing practices for the design, inspection, and testing of their equipment. 

For offshore oi I and gas operations, SEMSI i kewise references API RP 
75, Recommended Practioe for Development of a Safety and Environmental 
Management Program for Offshore Operations and Facilities (API 2004). 
BSEEused theSafety and Environmental Management Program (SEMP) 
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as the underlying philosophy for SEMS. BSEE informed the committee 
that they conferred with theOSHAPSM group while developing SEMS 
in order to incorporate lessons learned and other findingsfrom OSHA's 
approxi mately 20 years of experience with PSM. 

The initial PSM rule had 12elements; two moreelements (employee 
participation and trade secret protection) were added later. The PSM 
elements are similar to the SEMS elements (9ee Table 4-1). There are 

TABLE 4-1 Comparison of SEMS Elements with OSHA PSM Elements 

SEMS Element (CFR reference) 
Similar OSHA PSM Element 
(PSM element nimber) General Description 

1. General (30CFR250.1909) 

2. Safety and environmental 
information (30 CFR250.190) 

3. Hazardsanalysis 
(30CFR250.1911) 

4. Management of charge 
(30CFR250.1912) 

5. Operatingprocedures 
(30CFR250.1913) 

6. Safe work practices 
(30CFR250.1914) 

7. Training (30 CFR250.1915) 

8. Mechanicalintegrity 
(30 CFR250.1916) 

9. Fte-start-ipreview 
(30 CFR250.1917) 

10. Emergency response and 
control (30 CFR250.1918) 

Implementation, planning, and 
management approval of program 

FVocess safety information (2) Compilation of written pracesssafety 
and environmental information, 
including hazard information 

Conduct of PH4 for each covered 
process 

Establishment and implementation 
of written procedures to manage 
charge 

Development of written operating 
procedures that provide clear 
instruct ions for safely conducting 
activities 

Development and implementation 
of practices for hazardous 
operations 

Conduct of training of employees 
and contractors alike; training 
must emphasize safety and 
environmental hazards 

Development of written procedures 
for the ongoing integrity of 
process equipment 

Confirmatiorthat theconstruction 
and equipment of a process 
are in accordance with design 
specifications 

Development and implementation 
of an emergency action plan 

Ftocess hazards analysis (3) 

Management of charge (10) 

Cperatirg procedures(4) 

Hot work (9) 
Line breaking (4) 
Lockout-tagout(4) 
Confinecfepace entry (4) 
Training (5) 
Contractors© 

Mechanical integrity© 

Fte-start-upsafety review (7) 

Emergency planning and 
response (12) 

(continued) 
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TABLE 4-1 (continued) Comparison of SEMS Elements with OSHA 
PSM Elements 

Similar OSHA PSM Element 
SEMS Element (CFR reference) (PSM element number) General Description 

11. Investigationof incidents Incident investigations^ 1) 
(30CFR250.1919) 

12. Auditing(30CFR250.1920) Complianceaudits(13) 

13. Ftecorckeeping 
(30 CFR250.1928) 

14. Stop work authority1 

(30 CFR250.1930) 

15. Ultimateworkauthority 
(30 CFR250.1931) 

16. Employeeparticipation" 
(30 CFR250.1932) 

17. Guidelines for reporting 
unsafe work conditions? 
(30 CFR250.1933) 

18. None 

Employee participation (1) 

Trade secrets(14) 

Investigationof each incident that 
resulted in, or could reasonably 
have resulted in, an incident 

B/aluation of the program of 
compliance 

Maintenance of documentation 
that describes the elements 
of the program 

Stipulation that any and all personnel 
(employees or contractors) can 
stop unsafe or hazardous work 

Identificatiorof the person with 
ultimate authority for the faci I ity 

Development of a written plan of 
action regarding the implementa
tion of employee participation 

Ftwision of procedures to report 
unsafe work conditions 

Information required by the 
PSM standard is to be made 
available as needed (confiden
tially if necessary) 

Additional element issued under SEMS 11 in September 2011 (BOEMRE2011a). 

13 original SEMS elements, and several more were proposed in the 
notioe of proposed rulemaking published in September 2011 (SEMS 11) 
(BOEMRE2011a). 

Early PSM compliance used a program qual ity verificationscheme 
in which compliance safety and health offioersaudited an operation for 
PSM compl ianoeand OSHA issued citationsfor noncompl ianoe. Program 
quality verificationwas resource intensive, although relatively few cita -
tions were issued, and was too broadly focused. It did not focus the 
compl ianoe safety and health offioerson specifiassues for the many types 
of facilities and prooesses covered by PSM (in contrast, SEMS isgenerally 
limited to offshore oil, gas, and sulfur operations). Program quality veri
ficationwas subsequently replaced with the current National Emphasis 
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Program for PSM enforcement. This system uses a list-based approach 
for determining compl ianoe viaapubliclyavailable "static list" of compli-
anoe items to be i nspected and a "dynam ic I ist" that is not publ icly avai I -
ableand is ever changing. Because the National Emphasis Program isable 
to conduct more inspections with the same number of resources, there 
is more inoentive for better compliance with thestandard. The National 
Emphasis Program has uncovered many more sign if icantfindingsthan 
the previous program qual ity verificationapproach. This is partly because 
of the large-scale refiningand chemical facilities and operations to which 
PSM applies, as it is easier to identify deficiencieswhen there is a focus 
on specifiatems to evaluate. OSHA has also increased PSM training for 
compliance safety and health officersin order to provide a more effec -
tive workforce. 

Discussion between the committee and OSHA identifiedthe follow -
ing actions that could betaken to improve PSM:1 

• Revise the word ing of the PSM regulationsto make them moredefen-
sibleagainst legal arguments that try to work around the phrasing 
in the Code of Federal Regulations. OSHA believes that the PSM 
requirements are not fundamentally flawed;rather, some modifica -
tions in the wording of the requirements would improve the ability 
to enforce them. 

• Lookatspecificperformanoe requirements to determine whether they 
can be made more prescriptive without burdening the employer. 

• Use dedicated staff with experience and background in the industry 
that is being inspected. 

• Emphasize the need for comprehensive trai ni ng for enforcement staff 
and managers. 

Additional information about PSM can be found on the OSHA PSM 
website.2 This website provides the PSM regulations and references for 
equipment design and in-servioe practices (including inspection, testing, 
preventative and predictive maintenance, repair, alteration, rerating, and 

1 M. Marshall. OSHA's PSM Regulation. Presentation to the committee, Washington, D.C., 
August 31, 2011. 

2 Seehttp://www.osha.gov/SLTC/proces3safetymanagement/index.html. 

http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/proces3safetymanagement/index.html
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fitness-for-servioeevaluations). The website also covers other important 
aspects of PSM, including PHA, human factors, facility siting (blast), fire 
protection, mechanical integrity, procedures, management of change, 
and other issues. An extensive list of references provides acoess to other 
PSM-related information. 

MineSafety and Headrttinistration 

MSHA was created in the U.S. Department of Labor in 1977with the pas
sage of the Federal M ine Health and Safety Act of 1977 (the 1977 M ine 
Act) and has responsibility for enforcing safety and health rules in all 
mines and mineral-prooessing operations in the United Sates, regard
less of thei r size, the number of employees, or the method of extraction. 
The Mine Act provides that MSHA inspectors shall inspect each surface 
mi neat least two times a year and each underground mi neat least four 
times each year (seasonal or intermittent operations are inspected less 
frequently) to determine whether there is compliance with health and 
safety standards or with any citation, order, or decision issued under 
the Mine Act; to determine whether an imminent danger exists; and to 
ensure that actual practices complywith approved plansand programs.3 

Some of MSH As other important mandatory activities are 

• Reviewing for approval mine operators' mining plans and education 
and training programs, 

• Developing improved mandatory safety and health standards, 
• I nvestigati ng petitions for modif icationof mandatory safety standards, 
• I nvest igat i ng m i ne accidents and hazardous cond i t ion com p lai nts, and 
• Assessingandcollectingcivil monetary penalties for violations of mine 

safety and health standards. 

To fulfi Hits mandate, MSHA currently hasapproximately 800coal inspec -
tors and 345 metal and nonmetal inspectors; the agency also has more 
than 200 full-time exempt employees in support of its technical support 
function. lnFY2011, MSHA had 2,200 full-time exempt employees and 
a budget of approximately $380 million. 

3 See http://www.msha.gov/REGS/ACT/ACTTC.HTM. 

http://www.msha.gov/REGS/ACT/ACTTC.HTM
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MSHA pursues several other activities that support the carrying out 
of the mandates of the 1977 M ine Act. Some of the important activities 
are associated with theeducation and training of mine inspectors, mine 
officials,and miners; the testing, approval, and oertificationof certain 
mining products for use in mines; and the provision of technical assis
tance to the states and small mine operators. These are accomplished 
through specifionechan isms such as MSHA's 

• National M i ne Health and Safety Academy, 
• Approval and CertificationCenter, 
• Pittsburgh Safety and Health Technology Center, and 
• D i rectorate of Educational Pol icy and Development. 

The partial list of MSHA's mandatory and support activities given 
above points to a number of opportunities for auditing the status of 
health and safety in mines. In addition to mandatory inspections, strate
gic impact inspections at mines that may need greater attention are also 
conducted. Such mines could be characterized as having a high risk of 
explosion; a poor history of compliance; or a high incidents of injuries, 
illnesses, fatalities, violations, or complaints. 

Auditing in MSHA'sApproval and Testing Center encompassesa large 
number of verification,validation, and approval processes. Of particular 
importance isthepostapproval audit by theagency. Review and approval 
of mine operators' mining plans, training programs, and oertificationof 
trainersand mine officialsprovide the basis for verificationand valida -
tion during inspections and audits. 

MSHA has one of the most comprehensive computerized databases 
of mining operations and mine health and safety statistics in the world. 
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
has converted this database into two popular formats—dBase IV and 
SPSS (which includes labels and coding information)—so that NIOSH 
and other interested parties (including consultants, universities, and 
the National Safety Council) can access and analyze MSHA data in the 
course of researching and advancing health and safety experiences in the 
mining industry. 

MSHA's work with NIOSH, industry, and states to develop health 
and safety programs is extensive. Sates and trainers use MSHA's Sate 
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Grants Program for miner training programs and MSHA's training 
resource materials to conduct health and safety training. 

MSHAalso has an alliance with the National Stone, Sand, and Gravel 
Association (NSSGA)—a sand, stone, and gravel operators group— 
to help in the development and implementation of health and safety 
programs to create a culture that will prevent accidents and injuries in 
these mines. The NSSGA-MSHA Allianoe has defined,described, and 
developed examples of 11 fundamental principles of a safety program 
that covers elements such as management commitment, training and 
development, employee involvement and participation, incident inves
tigation, and accountability. 

Reoently, MSHA has undertaken a new rule-making prooess to imple
ment new regulations for safety and health management programs in 
themines. MSHA believes that operators with effectivesafety and health 
management programs will identify and correct hazards more quickly 
and successfully, which will reduoe the number of accidents, injuries, 
and illnesses. In October 2010, MSHA held three public information-
gathering meetings. Information received from these meetings indicates 
that compan ies with asafety and health management program have bet
ter health and safety records. 

MSHA is still gathering data to determine what actions the agency 
might take, including implementation of specificregulationsgoverning 
safety and health management programs. For example, to gather infor
mation on existing model programs for best practioesforsafetyand health 
management programs, MSHA held a public meeting on November 10, 
2011, in Birmingham, Alabama, in conjunction with the Sixth Annual 
Southeastern Mining Safety and Health Conference. Proposed rules are 
expectedsometimein2012and may be similar to the Injury and Illness 
Prevention Programs being proposed by OSHA.4 

I n summary, MSHA hasan extensive program encompassi ng compl i-
anoe inspections, impact inspections, equipment testing and approval, 
review and approval of mine plans, compliance assistance, education 
and training programs, trainer and officialcertification,and technical 
servioes, all of which may provide some insights to BSEE. 

4 L. Zeiler, United States Department of Labor, MineSafetyand Health Administration. Presenta
tion to the committee, Washington, D.C., August 31,2011. 
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ca I ifornia Stlaatrectecommission 

CSLC requires operators tocomplywith API RP75 (SEMP)and conducts 
a program cal led theSafety Assessment of Management Systems (SAMS) 
that conducts an external independent safety audit of California's oil 
and gas facilities every 5 years. SAMS is based on a joint industry project 
performed in the 1990s by Paragon Engineering Servioes with assistance 
from the University of California, Berkeley, and sponsored by the Miner
als Management Service (M MS), CSLC, HSE, the National Energy Board 
of Canada, the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), Chevron, and Tex
aco. CSLC has been using SAMS to audit API RP 75SEMP performance 
for more than 15years. This technique was originally developed by the 
joint industry project and modifiedslightly with experience; CSLC has 
used SAMS to review some instal lations three ti mes over the years. 

CSLC also conducts a physical condition, design, and safety compli-
anoeaudit on thesame5-year interval asSAMS. Thisaudit complements 
theinspection program and provides for strong familiarity with the facil
ity before the SAMS audit is conducted. CSLC believes that a hardware-
oriented inspection or audit program does not address the SMS, human 
factors, or safety culture, and the commission saw the need for these 
new types of audits more than a decade ago. CSLC has observed steady 
improvement in safety management performance and culture using the 
SAMS prooess and attributes these improvements to working with opera
tors to increase their compliance rather than punishing them with fines 
and shut-ins for areas that may need improvement. In affording operat
ing companies the latitude to develop their programs, CSLC has observed 
that several operators have made great strides in using behavioral safety 
observations to identify areas for improvement and in fostering improved 
safety culture among their employees. 

CSLC staff try both to work closely with operators to i improve safety 
culture and to avoid the perception of being adversarial regulators. They 
ride the company crew boat with company personnel; attend company-
required facility safety orientations and morning safety meetings; and 
observe the actual use of work permits, prejob safety reviews, lockout-
tagout procedures, and company operations. They also discuss theSAMS 
programs with the people that implement and use them and observe 
improvements that occur as a result. Firsthand knowledge of general 
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maintenance conditions, work processes, maintenance backlog, and 
the number of sensors in bypass are additional qualitative performance 
measures and indicators that areemployed. 

In essenoe, the emphasis is on promoting a culture of safety, from 
senior management down to the rig floorworkers, rather than on safety 
compliance. As a safer culture develops, CSLC inspectors have noted 
that operator staff who have participated in CSLC's behavioral safety 
observation programs appear to take more pride in their work and are 
willing to describe how their programs have evolved and improved.5 

I n CSLC's view, these are some of the elements that have helped them 
be successful where other regulatory, corporate, and even third-party 
paperwork audits have fai led.6 Verifieddocumentation does not equate 
to a true implementation ofapositivesafety culture, but working closely 
with operator staff appears to do so.7 

inteRnational RegUlatoRy oRganizationS 

UK Hea I th and Safo<fcycu five 

The current UK offshore regulatory goal-setting regime was born out of 
a public inquiry into the Piper Alpha explosion in 1988. The goal-setting 
legislation replaoed older prescriptive legislation, and HSE replaoed the 
UK Department of Energy as regulator. HSE set up the Offshore Division, 
which has two types of inspectors: regulatory management inspectors and 
specialist or topic inspectors. Topic inspectors specialize in areas such as 
prooesssafety; mechanical, electrical, and marine issues; and occupational 
health. They provide in-depth assessments of safety cases and input into 
offshore inspections and investigations. Regulatory management inspec
tors manage the assessment of safety cases and lead offshore inspections 
and investigations, with the participation of topic inspectors. 

5 M.Steinhilber.CaliforniaStateLandsCommission. Presentation to asubgroup of thecommittee, 
Long Beach, California, March 24,2010. 

6 M.Steinhilber,CaliforniaStateLandsCommission. Presentation to asubgroup of thecommittee, 
Long Beach, California, March 24,2010. 

7 M.Steinhilber.CaliforniaStateLandsCommission. Presentation to asubgroup of thecommittee, 
Long Beach, California, March 24,2010. 
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Asa regulator, HSE engages with industry at all levels. HSE influences 
a duty holder's (operator's) senior management by meeting with them 
in other forums; participates in industry committees, workgroups, joint 
industry research, and conferences; and, finally,conducts regular off -
shore inspections and investigations. During offshore visits, inspectors 
engage with offshore management and the workforce through formal 
and informal interviewsand discussionstoseekevidenoeof compliance. 
Inspectors usually spend 3 days offshore. They travel to an installation 
via the regular scheduled helicopter flightsthat serve it and do not pay 
for meals or overnight stays while offshore. Theduty holder is invoiced 
for the inspectors' time. 

Toensure there isanSMSin plaoe, thellKoffshore regulatory system 
requires companies that operate production installations and those that 
own nonproduction installations (e.g., drilling rigs)—both referred to 
as "duty holders"—to submit a safety case to HSE for assessment and 
acceptance prior to operation of an instal lation. TheSafety Case Regula
tions 2007 require several specificitems to demonstrate that the man -
agement system is adequate: 

• Compliance with the relevant statutory provisions with respect to 
matters within the management system's control; 

• Satisfactory management arrangements with contractors and subcon
tractors; 

• Establ ished adequate arrangements for aud its and for maki ng reports 
thereof; 

• Identificationof all hazards with the potential to cause a major acci -
dent; and 

• Evaluation of all major risks and implementation, or plans for imple
mentation, of measures to control those risks to ensure compliance 
with the relevant statutory provisions. 

HSE assesses the evidence provided in thesafety case and, if theevidenoe 
is deemed sufficient,acoepts the case. The duty holder is then allowed 
to operate the installation. If thesafety case is not accepted, operation 
of the installation would be illegal. During the assessment process, HSE 
often identifies/weaknesses in a case and discusses with the duty holder 
the required additional information. 
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HSE undertakes planned inspections covering a range of topics and 
issues within the safety case and checks compliance with all relevant 
statutory provisions to determine whether the SMS is working. These 
inspections involve testing the effectiveness of the duty holder's SMS 
as applied on the offshore installation. The system is also tested when 
HSE investigates accidents and incidents. Inspections and investiga
tions involve checking theduty holder's policies and procedures; exam
ining records and other documents that are a product of the system 
(e.g., maintenance records); and speaking to onshore and offshore duty 
holder managers and members of the offshore workforce to seek evi-
denceof their understanding of the management system and itsapplica-
tion to specifio/vork activities or operations and practioes. On occasion, 
HSE inspectors formally record interviews as formal statements when 
HSE is undertaking an investigation or anticipating a formal enforce
ment action. Inspectors observe work activities and, from time to time, 
seek demonstration of the effectiveness of particular equipment. For 
example, an inspector might require the deluge system in a module to 
be operated to check for blocked nozzles and water spray coverage and 
to ensure that it meets performance standards. 

HSE has a public enforcement policy8 that is supported by a guide 
known as the Enforcement Management Model.9 HSE has a range of 
too Is fo r enfo rcemen t and app I ies t hese i n a p ropo rt i onate and targeted 
way; however, evidence of breaches of legislation is required beforeany 
enforcement stepsare taken, and then inspector judgment must be used 
in applying the enforcement policy. The tools and approaches avail
able include 

• Serving a duty holder or employer an improvement or prohibition 
notioe, 

• D i recti ng a duty holder to revise a safety case, and 
• Prosecuting the duty holder or other employer. 

An improvement notioe is served when an inspector believes that a 
breach of legislation has occurred and that it would be appropriate to 
serve such a notioe. The notioe explains the breach and provides the date 

8 Seehttp://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/h9e41.pdf. 
9 Seehttp://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/emm.pdf. 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/h9e41.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/emm.pdf
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by which theduty holder must comply. A schedule describing the actions 
theduty holder should take to achieve compliance is often attached to the 
notice. Duty holders, however, are not required to follow the proposed 
actions; theyareentitled to takeany other effectively equal measures to 
achieve compliance. HSEthen visits the offshore facility to determine 
whether theduty holder hascomplied with the notioe. If theoriginal date 
for compliance becomes unrealistic for genuine reasons, theduty holder 
may seek an extension. 

A prohibition notioe isserved when the inspector believes there isevi-
denoe that an activity or operation wi 11 lead to serious i njury. The notioe 
describes the operation or activity and the circumstances that give rise to 
the risk of serious personal injury. When the notioe isserved, the activ
ity or operation that gives rise to the identifiedrisk must be changed. A 
schedule similar to the improvement not ice schedule may be attached. 

Improvement and prohibition notioesareboth legal documents; thus, 
the duty holder can appeal them to question the inspector's reasoning 
and evidenoe. An appeal is heard in an employment tribunal. When an 
improvement notioe is appealed, the duty holder does not have to take 
any steps to comply with it until the tribunal renders a decision. If the 
appeal fails, theduty holder must comply with the notioe. 

When a prohibition notioe is appealed, the prohibited activity mist 
stop and may only start up again if thetribunal rules in theduty holder's 
favor. Tribunals, which can take months to arrange, can last from several 
days to many weeks. Appeals against notioes do happen, but they are 
infrequent. Failure of a duty holder to comply with a notioe is a pros
ecutable offense. The Offshore Division serves about 35 to 50 improve
ment notices and two to three prohibition notices each year. 

I n consideration of the Deepwater Horizon accident, the UK govern
ment is currently undertaking a review of the existing health, safety, and 
environmental regime for the UK Continental Shelf. The report of the 
findingsof this review is expected to be released later this year. 

PSa norway 

PSA Norway has regulatory responsibility for the technical and opera
tional safety of petroleum activities, including emergency preparedness 
and the working environment (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate 2011, 
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p. 18). PSA reports through the M inistry of Labor, whi le asister agency, 
the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, has responsibility (e.g., leasing, 
collection of royalties) for developing Norway's petroleum resource and 
reports through aseparate M inistry of Petroleum and Energy. 

PSA was established in 2002 when the government split it off from 
the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (which at that time was respon
sible for both safety and petroleum resource development) to form two 
separate agencies, each reporting to different ministries. The new PSA 
assumed responsibi lity for safety on al I offshore petroleum faci I ities and 
those onshore facilities associated with offshore petroleum production. 
PSA takes a holistic approach to the meaning of safe operations and 
extends the conoept of safety to i ncl ude protection of human I ife, health, 
and welfare; the natural environment; financialinvestment; and opera -
tional regularity. 

PSA currently regulates more than 40 operating companies with 
70 offshore production facilities, two onshore facilities, 14,000 km of 
pipelines, and about 30 floatingand 12 platform drilling rigs on the 
Norwegian Continental Shelf (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate2011, 
p. 25; PSA Norway 2011d). About 25,000 people work offshore in Norway. 
Thegreat majority of offshore operations in Norway a re at water depths 
of less than 350 m, although one field(Orme Lange) operates at a water 
depth of about 1,100 m. 

To regulate and audit these operations, PSA employs about 166 staff, 
of which about 110 are professionals. Sixty of the professional staff are 
qualifiedaudit team leaders [qualificationswere initially based on ISO 
9000 (ISO 2005), but it was not specifioenough, and requirements and 
trai ni ng havesince been i improved] ,10 PSA personnel are compensated at 
a level about two-thirds that of personnel with comparable Norwegian 
petroleum industry responsibilities.11 

The Norwegian petroleum sector's initial approach to regulation was 
based on the assumption that the oil companies were not capable of 
performing safely without strict regulatory policing (PSA Norway 2010). 
The initial approach was to establish prescriptive laws and regulations 

10 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
11 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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that setspecificrequirements for structures, technical equipment, and 
operations in order to prevent accidents and hazards. Quite compre
hensive inspections of facilities and activities were conducted with 
detailed regulatory punch lists, with the goal of ensuring compliance. 
At one point, regulations requi red quantitative calculation of the maxi
mum acceptable risk that an accident would occur and specifiedthat it 
should not be greater than astatistical probability of 1 in 10,000; how
ever, experience with this approach, including several blowouts and 
several high-profi tragedies—most notably the loss of 123 lives on the 
Alexander L. Kiel land—was not as desi red.12 

With quantitative risk calculation, it was found that discussions on 
the risk requirements for approving new developments on the Norwe
gian Continental Shelf quickly became pure number-crunching exer
cises. That, in turn, meant it was easy for statisticians to document that 
the various risks insuch projects were within the acceptable limits (PSA 
Norway 2010). 

Furthermore, prescriptive, detailed compliance inspection was found 
to have encouraged a passive attitude among companies. They waited 
for the regulator to inspect, identify errors or deficiencies,and explain 
how these were to be corrected. As a result, the authorities became, in 
some sense, a guarantor that safety in the industry was adequate, and 
they thereby assumed a responsibility that should have rested with the 
companies (PSA Norway 2010). 

These I imitations led Norway, over time, to move from prescriptive to 
performanoe-based regulation, which involves specificationof the per -
formanoeor function to be attained or maintained by the industry (PSA 
Norway 2010). The regulatory role involves definingthe safety standards 
that companies must meet and checking that they have management 
systems that ensure such compliance. For their part, the companies are 
given a relatively high degree of freedom in selecting good solutions that 
fulfi I It he officialrequi rements. 

The term "inspection" was replaced with the preferred term "super
vision," and "approvals" was replaoed with "consents." PSA believed the 

12 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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changes in terminology were more sign if icantthan might be thought at 
fi rstsight. The supervision conoept, for instanoe, was not confinedto 
mere monitoring. It covered all activities that provided the neoessary 
basis for determining whether the companies had accepted responsi
bility for complying with the regulations in every phase (RSA Norway 
2010). By way of simple analogy, under quality management, thesuper-
visor of a factory floordoes not just inspect the factory's work product 
and fireemployees who do not perform. Rather, the supervisor works 
with employees to ensure performance continuously improves. 

The change in philosophy created a climate in which PSA worked 
with the industry to improve safety instead of acting in the role of a 
compliance inspector and guarantor of the acceptability of company 
activities. I n the context of PSA, supervision is di rected at the operator's 
administrative management system, which the companies actually use 
to ensure acceptable operation. 

PSA works with individual operators with the intention of helping to 
make them more successful, but also works with the industry by chair
ing an industry board that consists of representatives from employers' 
representatives (operators, manufacturers, and shipping associations), 
employees (represented by fiveunions) and regulators to definethe reg -
ulationsand issue nonbinding recommendations and guidelines. PSA 
works very closely with employers and employees, but PSA ultimately 
makes the decisions. These recommendations and guidelines make fre
quent reference to international industrial standards for equipment, 
structures, and procedures. 

To confirmthat there is an SMS in place, PSA conducts audits of 
companies to ensure acceptable operation. These audits are conducted 
by personnel with the special expertise and experience necessary. Dur
ing the audit, the operator must demonstrate both a commitment to 
and an expertise in complying with the frame conditions that govern its 
operations. According to PSA, the requirements of a performanoe-based 
system audit plaoeagreat demand on industry, employees, and the regu
lator in terms of expertise, management, and flexibility.13 

13 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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A typical audit is conducted by a team of at least two but up to fiveor 
six people. From planning through execution and reporting, the audit 
takes 2 to 5 weeks. Notioe is usually given about a month in advanoe, 
and separate meetings are held with union safety delegates to ensure that 
employee views are heard. 

Theaudit team and plan vary according to the type of operation being 
audited. Detailed audit guidelines are designed for each audit, and each 
audit team is led byaoertifiedaudit team leader. Audit team membership 
is driven by the competencies needed to perform the task. For example, if 
maintenance management is of particular interest, the team will include 
a mai ntenanoe special ist. 

Scheduling of audits is not determined solely by frequency, but by 
using a risk-based approach. Operations and particular operators are 
chosen for audits based on risk. In addition to the risk-based audits, an 
audit of each installation is conducted at least once every 3 years. 

For the purpose of integrity, there are never fewer than two auditors 
present. Norway, however, is a comparatively small country (4.8 mil
lion residents; in comparison, Louisiana has4.5 million residents) with a 
relatively large petroleum industry (the industry accounts for more than 
20peroentof thecountry'sgrossdomesticproduct). Therefore, noattempt 
is made to limit audit team membership on the basis of prior or current 
involvement of a family member or friend in the organization being 
audited. Norway has not felta need to institute detailed conflictof inter -
est regulations beyond direct financialinvolvement with the operator.14 

Either the operator or an i ndependent designee conducts inspections 
(both independent and internal) as a normal part of the management 
system. PSA may or may not request the results of these inspections as 
part of its management system audit. I n addition to audits, PSA conducts 
incident investigations with special focused teams as necessary. The results 
of these investigationsare used to improve operations in the investigated 
operator's organization and to inform and improve operations in orga
nizations with si mi lar ki nds of operations. 

PSA uses several formal instruments other than auditsand inspections 
to assess how well an operator's SMS is working (PSA Norway 2011d). 

14 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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Although structured, a few of these instruments are, to some extent, 
quantitative: 

• Dialogue. Thebulkof practicalsupervisionconsistsofdialoguebetween 
PSA and the industry to assess trends and request plans, analyses, docu
mentation, and information. Meetings between PSA and the relevant 
company involve both appropriate managers and employees. General
ized results that do not identify specificoperators or installations are 
summarized in reports that are then posted to PSA's website.15 

• Notificationof undesirabb incidents. Companiesare required to notify 
PSA about undesirable incidents. The regulations clearly definewhat 
must be reported and require the use of a dedicated form. Approxi
mately 800 to 900 notificationsare reoeived every year. The number of 
undesi rable incidents and the character of these incidentsalso help PSA 
assess an operator's management system. An abnormally low number 
of incidents may indicate a problem with an operator's reporting sys
tem and, therefore, with theoperator'senti reSMS. An abnormally high 
number of incidents may indicate a safety problem. 

• Hotline. PSA hasahotlinestaffed around theclockfor reporting emer
gencies. Such reports are fi rstreoeived and registered by the duty offi -
cer, who also makes the initial assessment of the seriousness of the 
incident and the possible immediate actions required. If necessary, the 
duty officeractivates PSA's emergency response oenter to monitor a 
serious ongoing incident. 

• Tailored follow-up. Each undesi rable i ncident is al located to a case offi -
oer who checks it, categorizes itsseriousness (which may differ from the 
operator's assessment), and selects a tai lored fol low-up for the opera
tor or company. I n the case of very serious events, PSA may decide to 
launch an investigation or conduct another typeof close fol low-up. The 
response to less serious incidents is tailored to their nature. 

• Risikoniva i nonsk petroleumssirksomhet (RNNP). The RNNP prooess 
was initiated in 1999-2000 to develop and apply a tool for measur
ing trends in risk level in Norwegian petroleum activity. This prooess 
monitors risk trends with the aid of various methods, such as inci
dent indicators, barrier data, interviews with key informants, working 

15 See http://www. pti I. no/mai n-page/catego ry9.htm l?lang=en _US. 

http://www
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seminars, and fieldwork.A major questionnaire-based survey is also 
conducted every 2 years. This work has acquired an important posi
tion in Norway's oil and gas industry because it contributes toashared 
understanding of risk developments on the part of everyone involved. 
Results from these studies are presented in annual reports, which also 
provide the basis for taking action to combat a negative trend. Pub
lished around April 20 each year, the annual reports provide a realistic 
picture of developments in the risk level from year to year. TheRNNP 
prooessonly indirectly helpsassessa particular operator's management 
system, but does provide trend information that helps PSA take act ion. 

• Whistleblowars. Whistleblowers help to shape and complete the pic
ture of the safety position. PSA receives information from employees 
in the industry about poor safety or conditions open to criticism in 
their workplaoe. Such input is closely followed up in accordance with 
established and legally required routines. The anonymity of whistle-
blowers is protected. Whistleblowers help PSA understand how a 
particular company's management system is working by identifying 
possible issues that are not found by other means. 

• Daily Drilling Report System (DDRS). Sinoe 1984, companies have 
been required to provide information via the DDRS database on all 
drilling on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. PSA can extract from 
the DDRS the essential facts about each current operation and thereby 
assure itself, if neoessary, that undesirable well incidents have actually 
been reported. 

PSA appl ies the necessary measures to ensure that artivities are con
ducted in accordance with regulatory requirements and through formal 
instruments.16 These measures include the following: 

• Observations with comments, which are discussed with the operator; 
• Improvement possibilities, which drive discussion and are reported to 

the operator (the operator is required to inform PSA of the changes 
made as a result); 

• lssuanoeofa"not incompliance" notice, with a requirement tofixthe 
problem in less than 3 weeks; 

16 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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• Polioe investigation for willful violation (which has happened onoe); 
• Recommendation to the ministry to removetheoperator'slioense;and 
• Recommendation that the operator be banned from future drilling 

blocks in Norway. 

It is PSA's responsibility to definethe terms for responsible operation 
of the petroleum industry and to check that companies are working on 
prevention and on continuous improvement of safety levels. Because 
PSAviewscriminal lawastheprovinceof the police (PSA Norway2010), 
almost all PSA enforcement actions are in the form of observations or 
improvement possibilities. 

PSA believes that the following aspects of its program (presented in 
no particular order) are critical to its program's effectiveness: 

• Doing nothing to take responsibility away from the industry. The PSA 
model is based on the conviction that thegovernment cannot inspect 
quality into the industry. The industry itself must ensure that quality 
is achieved and maintained (PSA Norway 2010).17 

• Dialogueon problems. PSA believes in working with operators and the 
industry to make them more successful. The internal control system 
can only work as intended if it is operated in close collaboration and 
consultation with safety delegates, employees, and the regulator (PSA 
Norway 2010).18 

• A focus on functional requirements and system orientations rather 
than on checking compliance.19 

• A "fit-for-purpose"approach to constituting audit teams. Teams must 
consist of sufficientpersonnel with theexpertiseand experience neoes -
sary for aspecificaudit.20 

• The RNNP approach, which provides flexibilityand focus to supervi -
sion (PSA Norway 2010). 

• Allowing operators, to a great extent, to choose for themselves the 
solutions they will adopt to meet official requirements (PSA Norway 
2011c). 

17 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
18 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
19 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
20 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
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• Involvement of PSA specialists in both monitoring and participating 
in the development and revision of industrial standards to help make 
sure that these are constantly relevant and reflectbest practices (PSA 
Norway 2011c). 

• Recognition that the work involved in a performance management 
system can easi ly be underesti mated, and that it is therefore i important 
to emphasize that this form of regulation demands much more of the 
industry, employees, and government than detailed regulations (PSA 
Norway 2011c). 

PSA uses the RN NP processand the past performance of the i ndustry, 
particular operators, and technological trends to create key focus areas 
that changeover time. Changes in focus areas are based on development 
plans, activities, audit plans, safety-critical activities, input from class 
societies, experience with operators asawholeand with individual oper
ators, and new or revised regulations. PSA's current priority areas are 

1. Assuring top management's role in managing major risks, 
2. Conducting specificstudies of technical and operational barriers (on 

the basis of risk and incidents), 
3. Reduci ng risk to theexternal envi ronment from subseaoperations, and 
4. Focusing on occupational risks to specifiogroups of people, such as 

sand blasters. 

PSA also plans to change its system and program periodically as the 
sources of risk change. The Macondo well accident led PSA, like many 
regulators, to conduct a detailed investigation of the blowout's causes 
and the industry's response (PSA Norway 2011a, 2011b). Particular 
interest was paid to the question, "Could this happen in Norway?" and 
towhatchangesshould bemadein how PSA manages safety. Theformal 
conclusion was that there was no reason to revise the system and no need 
for major overhaul, but that there were issues that the industry needed to 
address in light of the Macondo accident, including lack of understand
ing of risks, lack of supervision, and failure to follow procedures. 

PSA posed thisquestion to the industry: "Do you think you can oper
ate safely without a capping and containment system?" The industry 
response was no. PSA also asked the i ndustry," Do we need better orga
nization of emergency response?" The industry response was yes. So 
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while some changes were and are being made in Norway in response 
to the Macondo accident, PSA has not seen a need to change its basic 
approach toensuring that adequate managementsystemsare in plaoeon 
the Norwegian Continental Shelf.21 

centeRfoRoffSHoReSafety: aSel f-PoIicing 
Safety oRganization 

Like the nuclear power industry in 1979—in the immediate aftermath of the 
Three Mile Island accident—the nation's oil and gas industry needs now to 
embrace the potential for an industry safety institute to supplement govern
ment oversight of industry operations. 

—National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon 
Oil Spill and Offehore Drilling22 

The National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and 
Offshore Drilling (the presidential commission) recommended that a 
self-policing safety institute beset up by and for the companies working 
offshore. This proposal recognizes that although government regulators 
are not I i kely to achieve the technical safety expertise of private i ndustry, 
the nation mist have a high level of assuranoe that operations on the 
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) are as safe as possible. In this regard, the 
commission thought that the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, 
which was set up by the nuclear power industry after the accident at 
Three M i le Island, was the desi rable model for the U.S. offehore oi I and 
gas industry, although the commission recognized that the number of 
nuclear facilities that the I nstituteof Nuclear Power Operations oversees 
is far smal ler than the number of OCS facilities in U .S. waters. 

In March 2011, largely in response to the presidential commission's 
recommendation, and after some internal deliberation, the industry set 
up COS, the self-described mission of which is to promote the highest 
level of safety for offehoredrilling, completions, and operations through 
effective leadership, communication, teamwork, useofdisciplinedSMSs, 

21 M. Ognedal, PSA Norway. Presentation to theoommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
22 Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Futureof Offshore Drilling, 2011, p. 241. 
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and independent third-party auditing and certification.23'24 The Com
mittee for AnalysisofCausesof the Deepwater Horizon Explosion, Fi re, and 
Oil Spill to Identify Measures to Prevent Similar Accidents in the Future 
endorsed the conoept of a oenter for offshore safety to train, monitor, 
and oertify (lioense) offshore oil and gas personnel, stating, 

This center has the potential to engage the CEOs of oil and gas compa
nies, drilling contractors, and service companies in risk management; set 
standards for training and certification;develop accreditation systems for 
industry training programs; and facilitate industry participation in safety 
auditsand inspections." (NAE-NRC2011, p. 121) 

According to the CCS website25 and other information provided to 
the committee, a key operational feature of the oenter will be a process 
for independent validation of SEMS programs, with API RP 75 as the 
basis for theauditing program. The process will encompassaudit proto
cols with metrics for the new SEMS regulation, third-party audits, and 
accreditation and oertificationof audit service providers. A major objec -
tive of CCS is to have BSEE embraoe the center's accredited thi rd-party 
audits asan effective means of complying with regulations and improv
ing industry performance. 

Although CCS is still in the prooess of being established, some dis-
oernibleprogress is being made. Forexample, the CCS offioejust opened 
in Houston, and its governing board is virtually in place. When fully 
appointed, the board will havea maximum of 24 members, including 
an executivedirector. The allocation of seats on the board is intended 
to achieve a balance between producer-operator members and drill
ing contractor and servicesupply companies. Membership is open to 
all companies that operate, drill, or complete wells or provide sup
port services to deepwater drilling, completions, and operations. A 
company does not have to be a member of API to be a member of the 
center; however, all API members that work on the OCS must become 
members of COS. 

23 J. Toellner, ExxonMobil. Presentation to the committee, Houston, Texas, October 19,2011. 
24C. Williams, Shell Energy Resources Co. Presentation to the committee, Washington, D.C., 

August 31, 2011. 
25 See http://www.centerforoffehoresafety.org/mai n. htm I. 
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COS is organized within API, and the COS governing board was 
established by the API executive committee. The chairman of the board 
is nominated by the API Upstream Committeeand approved by the API 
executive com m ittee for a term of 3 years. Accord i ng to the COSwebsi te, 
the center is "organized within API to leverage the existing resources 
and experience embodied in the long established API certificationand 
standards group."26 

The integration of this nascent self-policing safety organization and 
API presentsasignificantcredibility problem for COS and wasa major 
conoern of the presidential commission, which strongly urged that the 
new safety institute be completely separate from API. API, known for 
representing vi rtual ly al I aspects of the oi I and gas industry, is a consen
sus organization that general ly settles on that to which a broad majority 
of interested member companieswill agree. It is an organization that has 
many missions and objectives, including lobbying and policy advocacy. 
The committee, however, believes COSshould have only one function— 
safety, both of the personnel working on offshore facilities and of the 
surrounding coastal and marine environment. 

Nevertheless, it was probably inevitable that the initial offshore safety 
organization would beset up by API. API's standards and certification 
unit, which is the nonadvocacy part of the organization, does so much 
technical work that it would probably have been difficultto get support 
to create a parallel and completely independent institute with enough 
leadership commitment in time and money. 

Only time will tell whether COS can be an effective, independent 
force for safety. It is helpful that COS is now based in Houston rather 
than Washington, D.C., and that it was formed by the standards com
mittees of API rather than the policy advocacy arm. The presidential 
commission recommended that the new safety institute be established 
by the companies, and, notwithstanding the commission's clear con
cerns about credibility, an API relationship was the industry's decision. 

The CCS leadership will need to demonstrate over time that it can set 
a di rection independent from API. COS must show that theSEMS pro
grams of the companies working offshore are deserving of the nation's 

26 See http://www.centerforoffehoresafety.org/governance.html. 

http://www.centerforoffehoresafety.org/governance.html
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trust and confidenceThis isaserious challenge, but one that the industry 
must sucoeed in meeting if it is going to convinoe the nation, including 
thegovernment officials n BSEE who regulate the industry, that thesafety 
mission of the offshore energy companies will not be compromised. 

SUMMaRy 

It seems clear from theexperienoesof the regulatory agencies discussed in 
this chapter, especially CSLCand PSA Norway, that agencies with charges 
similar to those of BSEE and many years of experience in overseeing the 
SMS programs of offshore operators have found that issuing incident of 
noncompliance notices against a checklist of yes or no requirements27 

tends to lead to a culture of compliance rather than a culture of safety. 
Instead, these agencies have migrated toward a system that 

• Audits operations with aqualifiedteam of auditors, 
• Discusses with personnel atdifferent levels of the operation the way in 

which the elements of the SMS are actually being used, 
• Feeds the results back to the top management of the operati ng com

panies, and 
• Monitors for continuous improvement. 

These agencies have found that engagement with the industry is more 
productive than punishment, although they maintain the threat of pun
ishment if needed. Each of these agencies has developed a program and 
establ ished regulations to assure the compl ianoe of the specif icacti vities 
and cultures of the industries under its purview. Each of these agencies 
has uniquely tailored its regulatory role so as to assure the compliance 
of thespecificactivitiesand cultures of the industries under its purview. 
In doing so, however, each has been moving from prescriptive regula
tions to a goal-oriented or risk-based approach of regulatory oversight 
in order to better promote continuous improvement in safety. 

Even before the Macondo wel I blowout, M MS had undertaken efforts 
to change regulations for the offshore oil and gas industry, but theblow-

27 Forexample, "Have written operating proceduresbeen developed and implementedwhich include 
thejobtitleand reporting relationshipof the person(s) responsible for each of the facility'soperat-
ingareas?" [30CFR, Part 250, Section 250.1913(a)], 
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out was the catalyst for swift and sweeping regulatory changes, including 
the restructuring of MMS.28 In response to the Macondo accident and 
these regulatory changes, the offshore oil and gas industry established 
COS, whose mission is to promote the highest level of safety through 
effective leadership, communication, teamwork, use of SMSs, and pro
cess auditing and certificationAlthough still in the prooess of being 
established, COS has the potential to be of great value to the industry. 

28 The history of the restructuring of M MS isdiscussed in both the preface and Chapter 1. 
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Role of the Bureau of Safety 
and Environmental Enforcement 
in Evaluating Safety and Environmental 
Management Systems Programs 

The mission of the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement 
(BSEE) is "to promote safety, protect the environment, and conserve 
resources offshore through vigorous regulatory oversight and enforce
ment." One of its key functions is to develop "standardsand regulations 
to enhance operational safety and environmental protection for the 
exploration and development of offshore oil and natural gas on the U.S. 
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)."1 In fulfillingthis function, the Bureau 
of Ooean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE, 
now BSEE) issued the Safety and Environmental Management Systems 
(SEMS) regulation, which requires operators and their contractors to 
establish and maintain aSEMS program (BOEMRE2010). Thischapter 
discusses considerations related to inspections and audits. 

Inspect Ions 

As generally defined,an inspection is an organized examination or for -
mal evaluation exercise. An inspection involvesapplying measurements, 
tests, and gauges to certain characteristics with regard to an object or 
activity. The results are usually compared with specifiedminimum 
requirements and standards for determining whether the item or 
activity meets these targets. Each operation, personnel action, system, 
subsystem, and component of a regulated entity under the jurisdic
tion of these requirements (i.e., regulations) issubject to this practice. 

1 See http://www.bsee.gov/About-BSE/index.aspx. 
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I inspectors use thei r training, education, experience, and understand
ing of the intent of the particular regulation to determine compli
ance. To be ultimately successful, inspectors must be familiar with 
the equipment they inspect and thesafe operating practices necessary 
to complete the task at hand. The regulationsarticulate the minimum 
standards necessary for compliance and, in doing so, limit inspectors 
to being able to require only these minimums. 

Among its many provisions, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act 
contains several safety-related directives, including one that requires that 
each facility on the OCS be subject to annual scheduled inspections of 
all safety equipment designed to prevent or ameliorate blowouts, fires, 
spillages, or other major accidents. Additionally, the law includes a 
requirement for periodic onsite inspections, without advance notice to 
the operator of any facility, to ensure compliance with such envi ronmental 
or safety regulations. Thus, there is a requirement predating SEMS that 
BSEEcontinue to inspect offshore installations. A memorandum of under
standing betwsen the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and the M inerals Manage
ment Service (M MS) wasenacted in2004 to minimize duplication between 
agencies and to promote consistent regulation of facilities and operations 
on the OCS (M MS-USCG 2004b). To date, portions of this memorandum 
of understanding have been clarifiedor revised, or both, in four follow-up 
memoranda of agreement (M MS-USCG 2004a, 2006a, 2006b, 2008). 

The 1990 Marine Board report Alternatives for Inspecting Outer 
Continental Shelf Operaf/'onsstates, 

There isastrong sentiment in the industry, on the part of offshore opera
tors and employees, as well as M MS employees, that the regular presence 
of MMS personnel has positive benefitson safety which should not be 
foregone. (NRC1990, p. 72) 

and 

The presence of government i nspectors on the OCS is i important for convey
ing a sense of oversi gh t and for providing impetus to marginal and inexperi
enced operators to meet federal safety standards. (NRC 1990, p. 81) 

Members of the Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Envi
ronmental Management Systems for Outer Continental Shelf Oil and 
Gas Operations (the committee) heard similar statements from both 
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operator and M MS personnel on a trip to an installation off the Pacific 
Coast in March 2010. Thus, any system for evaluating the effectiveness 
ofSEMSwill need to include a continuing presenoe of BSEE inspectors 
on offshore installations. 

The executive summary of the Marine Board report states, 

A finaipoint made by the committee—and it is a crucial one—relates to 
attitudes. I n enterprises that are subject to i nspection by government or 
other authorities, the operators of the enterprise often gradually drift to 
the point of view that the responsibility for safety lies with the government 
and the inspectors. An attitude develops that the operator's responsibility 
and objective is simply to pass the inspection,an attitude the committee 
refers to asa "compl iance mental i ty." 11 isespeeial ly I i kely to develop when 
inspect ions are based on a routine checklist approach. 

The committee emphasizes itsbel ief that oompliance does not equal safety. 
Thus, although it is certainly desirable to have checklists to guide inspec
tors, it is important for M MS to ensure that operators do not sink into a 
compliance mentality. To reiterate: in practiceand in law, the operators 
bear the primary responsibility for safety. The M MS, for its part, is respon
sible for using the best and most efficientmeans it can devise to motivate 
operators to meet that responsibility. (NRC1990, p. 5) 

The report goes on to state 

A key question is, 'What istheactual relationship between inspection and 
thesafety of offshore platforms?' It isatruism that inspection contributes 
positively to safety, but it is widely accepted by safety professionals that 
too much inspection, the wrong kind of inspection, or the wrong attitude 
about inspection can detract from safety." (NRC 1990, p. 39) 

Thecommitteeendorsesthesesentiments. BSEE hasa role in helping the 
industry develop the culture of safety that thegovernment, the industry, 
and the public want. The manner in which BSEE evaluates the effective
ness of SEMS can help or hinder this effort, and BSEE needs to take this 
into account when determining its role. 

Audits 

In establishing its role, BSEE must take care to consider appropriately 
the role of the operating companies. The initial SEMS rule, issued in 
October 2010, became effective on November 15,2011 (30 CFR250, 
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Subparts). Under Sections 250.1920 and 250.1921, SEMS currently 
requires the operator to conduct an audit program using either its own 
qualifiedemployees (i.e., an internal audit) or a qualifiedthird party, 
as follows: 

§250.1920 What are the auditing requirementstfMs myogram? 
(a) You must have your SEMS program audited by either an indepen

dent third-party or your designated and qualifiedpersonnel according to 
the requirements of this subpart and API [American Petroleum Institute] 
RP [Recommended Practice] 75, Section 12 (incorporated by reference as 
specifiedin §250.198) within 2 years of the initial implementation of the 
SEMS program and at least onceevery 3 years thereafter. The audit must 
be a comprehensive aud it of al I thi rteen elements of your SEMS program 
toevaluate compliance with the requirements of this subpart and API RP 
75 to identify areas in which safety and environmental performance needs 
to be improved. 

(b) Youraudit plan and procedures must meet or exceed all of therec-
ommendationsincluded in API RP75section 12 (incorporated by reference 
as specifiedin § 250.198) and include information on how you addressed 
those recommendations. You mustspeeificall^address the following items: 

(1) Section 12.1 General. 
(2) Section 12.2 Scope. 
(3) Section 12.3 Audit Coverage. 
(4) Section 12.4 Audit Plan. You must submit your written Audit 

Plan to BSEE at least 30 days before the audit. BSEE reserves the right 
to modify the list of facilities that you propose to audit. 

(5) Section 12.5 Audit Frequency, except your audit interval must 
not exceed 3 years after the 2 year ti me period for the f i rstaudit. 

(6) Section 12.6 Audit Team. The audit that you submit to BSEE 
must be conducted by either an independent third party or your 
designated and qualifiedpersonnel. The independent third party or 
your designated and qualifiedpersonnel must meet the requirements 
in §250.1926. 
(c) You must require your auditor (independent third party or your 

designated and qualifiedpersonnel) tosubmitan audit report of the find -
ingsandconclusi ons of the aud i t to BSEE wi th i n 30 days of the aud i t com
pletion date. The report must outline the results of the audit, including 
deficiencies! dentified. 

(d) You must provide the BSEE a copy of your plan for addressi ng the 
deficienciesidentifiedin your audit within 30 days of completion of the 
audit. 
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Your plan must address the following: 
(1) A proposed schedule tocorrectthedeficienciesidentifiedin the 

audit. BSEE will notify you within 14 days of receipt of your plan ifyour 
proposed schedule is not acceptable. 

(2) Thepersonresponsibleforcorreetingeach identifieddeficiency, 
including their job title. 
(e) BSEE may verify that you undertook the corrective actionsand that 

these actions effectively address the audit findings. 

Thusan audit and report are required every 3 years after the initial audit. 
The audit must address all 13 elements of SEMS—17 elements if the 
SEMSII notioeof proposed rule making (BOEMRE2011a) is adopted 
(see Table4-1)—and BSEE must preapprove the audit plan. 

The number of installations that must be covered by each audit is 
not specified in30CFR250, but referenoe is made to API RP75, which 
requires that each audit include coverage of at least 15 percent of the 
operator's facilities. API RP75, Section 12.3, "Audit Coverage," states, 

When selecting facilities to audit, consideration should be given to com
mon features (e.g., fieldsupervisors, regulatory districts, facility design, 
systemsand equipment, officarianagement, etc.) toobtain across-section 
of practices for the facilities operated. The testi ng system of the audit need 
not be applied to each facility; rather, interviews and inspections should 
be conducted at fieldsthat differ significantly(e.g., oil vs. dry gas). This 
should includea number of facilities sufficientto evaluate management's 
commitment to items a, b,andcin 12.2. During each audit, at lest fifteen 
percent (15%) of the facilities operated, with a minimum of one facility, 
should be audited. The facilities included in the audit should not be the 
same as those included in the previous audit. When sufficientdeficiencies 
areidentifiedintheeffectivenessofanysafetyandenvironmental manage -
ment program elements, the test sample size shall be expanded for that 
program element. (API 2004, p. 25) 

Thus, every 3 years, each operator must audit at least one of its instal la-
tions. Operators with multiple installations need only audit a represen
tative sample of 15 percent of the instal lations. 

BSEE also reserves the right to conduct audits of its own or to 
require an operator to have a third party conduct an audit, as specified 
in 30 CFR 250.1925: 
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§250.1925 May Bsee direct me to conduct additional audits? 
(a) If E3EE identifiesBafetyor non-compliance concerns based on the 

results of our inspections and evaluations, or asa result of an event, BSEE 
may direct you to have an independent third-party audit of your SEMS 
program, in addition to the regular audit required by § 250.1920, or BSEE 
may conduct an audit. 

(1) If BSEE directs you tohavean independent third-party audit, 
(i) You are responsible for all of the costs associated with the 

audit, and 
(ii) The independent third-party audit must meet the require

ments of § 250.1920 of this part and you must ensure that the 
independent third party submits the findingsand conclusions of a 
BSEE-directed audit according to the requirements in §250.1920 to 
BSEE within 30 days after the audit is completed. 
(2) If BSEE conducts the audit, BSEE will provide a report of the 

fi ndi ngsand conclusions withi n 30 days of the audit. 
(b) Findings from these audits may result in enforcement actions as 

identifiedin § 250.1927. 
(c) You must provide the BSEE a copy of your plan for addressing 

the deficienciesidentifiedin the BSEE-directed audit within 30 days of 
completion of the audit as required in §250.1920. 

Audito r Qualifications 

SEMS audits span a wide range of disciplines and require auditors who 
are suitably qualifiedand trained in the technical skills involved in off -
shore safety and environmental issues as well as in the audit function. 
Auditing can be performed by organizations or individuals, and both 
should be competent as well as independent. Consideration will need to 
begiven to the various tasks associated with the audit function as well as 
to thequalification9df the individuals authorized to perform those tasks. 

Section 250.1926 of the initial SEMS rule describes the required min
imum qualificationsof the individual or organization conducting the 
audit and requires BSEE to approve the qualificationsof each auditor: 

§250.1926 What qualificationsmust an independent third party or 
my designated and quaiifiedpersonnel meet? 

(a) You must either choose an independent third-party or your des
ignated and quaiifiedpersonnel to audit your SEMS program. You must 

SB GT&S 0261147 
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take into account the following qualificationa/vhen selecting the third-
party or your designated and qualifiedpersonnel: 

(1) Previouseducation and experience with SEMS, or similar man
agement related programs. 

(2) Technical capabilities of the individual or organization for the 
speeificproject. 

(3) Ability to perform the independent third-party functions for 
the speeificproject considering current commitments. 

(4) Previous experience with BSEE regulatory requirements and 
procedures. 

(5) Previouseducation and experience to comprehend and evalu-
atehowthecompany'soffshoreactivities, raw materials, production 
methods and equipment, products, byproducts, and business man
agement systems may impact health and safety performance in the 
workplace. 
(b) You must have procedures to avoid conflictsof interest related to 

the development of your SEMS program and the independent third party 
auditor and your designated and qualifiedpersonnel. 

(c) BSEE may evaluate the qualificationsof the independent third 
parties or your designated and qualifiedpersonnel. This may include an 
audit of documents and procedures or interviews. BSEE may disallow 
audits by aspecificindependent third-party or your designated and quali -
fiedpersonnel if they do not meet the criteria of this section. 

Thesequalificationsyvhich are under consideration for modificatiorin 
the SEMS II notice of proposed rulemaking (BOEMRE2011a), reflect 
the basic high-level qualificationaieeded of auditors: 

• Education and previousexperienoewithSEMSorsimilar management-
related programs; 

• Previous experience with BSEE regulatory requirements and proce
dures; and 

• Educational background and previous experience relevant to under
standing and evaluating how the operator's offshore activities, raw 
materials, production methods and equipment, products, by-products, 
and business management systems may affect health and safety perfor
mance in theworkplaoe. 
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In addition to specifying these qualifications,SEMS II addresses the 
independence of theauditor with the following requirements (BOEMRE 
2011a): 

• Theoperator must provideadocument signed by its management that 
states that the independent third-party auditor is not owned or con
trolled by, or otherwise affi I iatedwith, the operator's company. 

• Theoperator must have prooeduresfor avoidingconflictsof interest 
related to the development of itsSEMS program and to the indepen
dent third-party auditor. If an independent third party developed or 
maintains theSEMSprogram, thai that person or itssubsidiaries can
not audit the program. 

What Makes a Good Auditor? 
The SEMSrequirementssummarized above should be considered min
imum requ i rements. The operator shou Id view the aud i t not on ly as an 
opportunity to confirmboth compliance with the regulations and the 
effectiveness of itsSEMS program but, more i mportant, as an opportu
nity to havea positive impact on the organization and further enhance 
its safety culture. The best auditors work with the organizations they 
are auditing by encouraging industry best practices to promote con-
ti nuous i improvement at al I levels of the organization. They are fam i I iar 
with the operations and responsibilities of the facility being audited 
and are sometimes recognized as being interested in improving the 
performance of the safety management system rather than as being an 
enforcer or punisher. 

Therefore, auditors must havespecial skills that are achieved through 
education, training, and experience. Numerousexisting auditing proto
cols and qualificationrequirements are available as examples for BSEE's 
SEMSauditors. A majority of theorganizationswith programssimilar to 
SEMS that are discussed in Chapter 4, such as Petroleum Safety Author
ity Norway, the United Kingdom Health and Safety Executive, and the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, have similar auditing 
protocols and qualifications,and details can be found in the associated 
references for each. 
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Auditor Competence 
ISO 9001, QualityManacpmentSystems (ISO2008), isawidelyaeoepted 
international standard that is in use in more than 1 million organizations 
worldwide. Many of the offshore oil and gas operators subject to SEMS 
use ISO 9001 as the basis for thei r qual ity management system. ISO 9001 
requires auditing and references aseparate document, IS019011, Guide
lines for Quality and/or Environmental Manacpment Systems Auditing 
(ISO 2002; BSI 2012), as a basis for the audit prooess. ISO 19011 covers 
managing audits, audit activities, preparing for and conducting audits, 
preparing audit reports, and conducting follow-up activities. 

ISO 19011 also provides considerable guidance on the competence 
and qual ity of good audi to rs. It definesoompetenoeas "ability to apply 
knowledge and skills to achieve intended results" (BSI 2012, p. 3).2 

The competence of auditors involvesa combination of characteristics, 
the key aspects of which are knowledge and skills, education, work 
experience, auditor training, audit experience, and personal attributes 
(Figure 5-1). 

Knowledgeaskflls Auditors must haveacombination of genericas 
well asSEMS-specificknowledgeandskillsthat pertain to thesafetyand 
environmental aspects of offshore operations. Generic knowledge and 
skills consist of basicauditing principles and techniques, including the 
abi I ity to plan and execute the audit effectively. This type of knowledge 
is applicable to any type of audit, including SEMS. Knowledge and ski I Is 
specificto the safety and environmental aspects of offshore operations 
include knowledge of the BSEE SEMS standard, including the related 
scienoe, technology, processes, and terminology, as well as the interface 
between systems and human activities. 

education, W<EK|gerience, Audit oaining, and Auebt|berience 
Auditor education, experience, and training should complement each 
other. Education should be sufficient in the technical skills associated 

2 Perm ission to reproduceextrastsfrom GuidelinesforAuditingManagsmentSystemsfIS019011:2011) 
is granted by BSI. British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hardcopy formats from the BSI 
online shop: www.bsigroup.com/Shop or by contacting BSI Customer Services for hardcopies 
only: tel: +44 (0)208996 9!X)1,e-mail:cservice3@bsigroup.com. 

mailto:cservice3@bsigroup.com
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Competence 

Environmental 
Generic 

knowledge and 
skills 

Safety-specific 
knowledge and skills 

Environmental-specific 
knowledge and skills 

. Work Auditor Audit 
Education Experience Training Experience 

Personal Attributes 

FIGURE5-1 concept ofcompetenceandauditorqualificationsrelated to 
seMs (modifiedby committee from IS019011 to apply toSEMS). 

with offshore safety, theenvironment, and auditing prooesses. IS019011 
(BSI 2012, p. 28)3 states 

Auditor knowledge and ski I Is can be acquired using a combination of 
the following: 

- formal education/training and experience that contribute to the devel
opment of knowledge and skills in the management system discipline 
and sector the auditor intends to audit; 

- training programmes that cover generic auditor knowledge and skills; 
- experience in a relevant technical, managerial or professional position 

involving the exercise of judgement, decision making, problem solv
ing and communication with managers, professionals, peers, customers 
and other interested parties; 

- audit experience acquired under the supervision of an auditor in the 
same discipline. 

Methods for evaluating the auditor for competenoeand for maintaining 
and improving auditor competenoe are also described. 

3 Perm ission to reproduceextrastsfrom GuidelinesforAuditingManagsmentSystemsfIS019011:2011) 
is granted by BSI. British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hardcopy formats from the BSI 
online shop: www.bsigroup.com/Shop or by contacting BSI Customer Services for hardcopies 
only: tel: +44 (0)208996 9!X)1,e-mail:cservice3@bsigroup.com. 

mailto:cservice3@bsigroup.com
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personal At t ribu tfEsnoted several times in this report, the success 
(or failure) of an audit greatly depends on theauditor(s) involved. To be 
effective, theauditor(s) must have not only the proper technical knowl
edge, skills, and education, but also good interpersonal skills. An audit 
is an emotional event in which an organization and its employees are 
examined, and the auditor's approach to this prooess is highly impor
tant. A person may have the proper technical knowledge and ski I Is but a 
poor personal approach that al ienates. IS019011 (BSI2012, pp. 25-26)4 

recommends that 

Auditorsshould exhibit professional behaviour during the performance 
of audit activities, including being: 

- ethical, i.e., fair, truthful, sincere, honest and discreet; 
- open-minded, i.e., willingtoconsideralternative ideasorpointsofview; 
- diplomatic, i.e., tactful in dealing with people; 
- observant, i.e., actively observing physical surroundings and activities; 
- perceptive, i.e., awareofand able to understand situations; 
- versatile, i.e., able to readily adapt to different situations; 
- tenacious, i.e., persistent and focused on achieving objectives; 
- decisive, i.e., able to reach timely conclusions based on logical reasoning 

and analysis; 
- self-reliant, i.e., able to act and function independentlywhilst interacting 

effectively with others; 
- [able to act] wi th fort i tude, i .e., able to act responsi bly and eth ical ly, even 

though these actions may not always be popular and may sometimes 
result in disagreement or confrontation; 

- open to improvement, i.e., willing to learn from situations, and striving 
for better audit results; 

- culturally sensitive, i.e., observant and respectful to the culture of the 
audi tee; 

- collaborative, i.e., effectively interacting with others, including audit 
team members and the auditee's personnel. 

4 Perm ission to reproduceextrectsfrom GuidelinesforAuditingManagsmentS/stemsfI3D19011:2011) 
is granted by BSI. British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hardcopy formats from the BSI 
onlineshop: www.bsigroup.com/Shop or by contacting BSI Customer Services for hardcopies only: 
tel: +44 (0)20 8996 9001, e-mail: cservices@bsigroup.com. 

mailto:cservices@bsigroup.com
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Basi cu n de rlyi npy inci pies of Auditing 

Auditing is characterized not only by the competency issues discussed 
above, but by relianoe on several core principles that must carry down 
directly to the auditor. These principles revolve around ethics, profes
sional ism, and i ndependence and provide the basis for developi ng audit 
conclusions that are unbiased and pertinent. They also provide the basis 
for repeatability (i.e., no matter who performs the audit, the findings 
would besimilar for similar timing, situations, and circumstanoes). ISO 
19011 (BSI2012, pp. 4-5)5 summarizes these principles as follows: 

a) In teg rittyre foundation of professional ism 
Auditors and the person managing an audit programme should: 
- perform their work with honesty, diligence, and responsibility; 
- observe and comply with any appl icable legal requi rements; 
- demonstrate thei r competence wh i le performi ng thei r work; 
- perform their work in an impartial manner, i.e., remain fair and 

unbiased in all their dealings; 
- besensitivetoany influencesthat may beexerted on their judgement 

while carrying out an audit. 
b) Fai r presen tat i tote obligation to report truthfully and accurately 

Auditfindingspuditconclusionsandauditreportsshould reflecttruth -
fully and accurately the audit activities. Significantobstaclesencoun -
tered during the audit and unresolved diverging opinions between the 
audit team and the auditee should be reported. The communication 
should be truthful, accurate, objective, timely, clear and complete. 

c) due professional clheeapplication of diligenceand judgement in 
auditing 
Auditorsshouldexerciseduecare in accordance with the importance 
of the task they perform and the confi den enlaced in them by the audit 
client and other interested parties. An important factor in carrying out 
thei r work with due professional care is havi ng the abiI ity to make rea
soned judgements in all audit situations. 

5 Perm ission to reproduceextrastsfrom GuidelinesforAuditingManagsmentSystemsfIS019011:2011) 
is granted by BSI. British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hardcopy formats from the BSI 
online shop: www.bsigroup.com/Shop or by contacting BSI Customer Services for hardcopies 
only: tel: +44 (0)208996 9!X)1,e-mail:cservice3@bsigroup.com. 

mailto:cservice3@bsigroup.com
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d) confiden tiali^curity of information 
Auditors should exercise discretion in the use and protection of infor
mation acquired in thecourse of their duties. Audit information should 
not be used inappropriately for personal gain by the auditor or the 
audit client, or in a manner detrimental to the legitimate interestsof 
theauditee. This concept includes the proper handling of sensitive or 
confidentialinformation. 

e) I n depen dentheibasisfor the impartiality of the audit and objectivity 
of the audit conclusions 
Auditorsshould be i ndependent of the activity bei ng audited wherever 
practicable, and should in all cases act in a manner that is free from 
bias and conflictof interest. For internal audits, auditorsshould 
be independent from the operating managers of the function being 
audited. Auditorsshould maintain objectivity throughout the audit 
process to ensure that the audit findingsand conclusions are based 
only on the audit evidence. For small organizations, it may not be 
possible for internal auditors to be fully independent of the activity 
being audited, but every effort should be made to remove bias and 
encourage objecti vi ty. 

f) evidence-based appro&ntrational method for reaching reliable 
and reproducible audit conclusions in a systematic audit process 
Audit evidence should beverifiable.lt will in general be based on 
samplesof the information available, si nee an audit isconducted during 
afinitqDeriod of time and with finiteresources. An appropriate use of 
samplingshould beapplied, si nee this isclosely related to the confidence 
that can be placed in the audit conclusions. 

t rainingarKEfer tification 

Training programs allow individuals to become familiar with audit 
requirements. Structuring training programs around the elements of 
SEMS will allow a focus on qualificationsthat pertain to specificele -
ments, so that auditors can be authorized to perform particular func
tions. A SEMS audit team could then be composed of individuals with 
different levels of competence and authorization. 

Training can be conducted either in-house or externally, and there 
are companies developing training specificto SEMS. Training courses, 
whether given internally or externally, should be tested and indepen
dently oertified. 
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As described in Chapter 4, the Center for OffshoreSafety (COS) is an 
industry group that, in association with API, is currently developing a 
third-party certificationand auditor processspecificallyforSEMS. The 
CCS plan is to certify audit service providers to conduct SEMS audits 
using a protocol developed by CCS that sat isfieiioth BSEEand industry 
requirements. Because CCS may be involved in many SEMS audits, it 
plans to collect what it learns about best practioes associated with the 
audit prooess and then share this information with the industry. The 
accreditation process and qualification requirements for CCS audi -
tors were still under development at the writing of this report, but it is 
anticipated that thesewill include many of thecharacteristicsdiscussed 
in this chapter. 

ensu ring eFFect Iveness 

The role that BSEE will play inensuringthataSEMSprogram isinplace 
and operating properly is described in 30 CFR 250.1924: 

§250.1924 How will Efcee determine if na$Ms program is effec 
tive? 

(a) BSEE or its authorized representative may evaluate or visit your 
facility to determine whether your SEMS program is in place, addresses 
all required elements, and is effective in protecting the safety and health of 
workers, the environment, and preventing incidents. BSEE or its autho
rized representative may evaluate your SEMS program, including docu
mentation of contractors, independent third parties, your designated and 
qualified personnel, and audit reports, to assess your SEMS program. 
These evaluations or visits may be random or based upon the OCS lease 
operator's or contractor's performance. 

(b) For the evaluations, you must make the following available to 
BSEE upon request: 

(1) Your SEMS program; 
(2) Thequalificationsof your independent third-party or your des -

ignated and qualifiedpersonnel; 
(3) TheSEMSauditsconducted of your program; 
(4) Documents or information relevant to whether you have 

addressed and corrected the deficiencies^ your audit; and 
(5) Other relevant documents or information. 
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(c) During the site visit E3EE may verify that: 
(1) Personnel are following your SEMS program; 
(2) You can explain and demonstrate the procedures and policies 

included in your SEMS program; and 
(3) You can produce evidence to support the implementation of 

your SEMS program. 
(d) Representatives from BSEE may observe or participate in your 

SEMS audit. You must notify the BSEE at least 30-days prior to conduct
ing your audit as required i n § 250.1920, so that BSEE may make ar range-
ments to observe or participate in the audit. 

The SEMS regulation states that the agency wi 11 takeoertai n enforcement 
actions if it findstheSEMS program or its audits to beout of compliance 
(30 CFR 250.1927): 

§ 250.1927 What happens if BSEE findsshortcomings in my SEMS 
program? 

IfKEE determines that yourSEMS program is not in compliance with 
this subpart we may initiate one or more of the following enforcement 
actions: 

(a) Issue an I ncident(s) of Noncompliance; 
(b) Assesscivil penalties; or 
(c) I nitiate probationary or disqualificationprocedures from serving 

as an OCS operator. 

Thus, the current role of the operator is to establish a SEMS program 
and conduct specifiedinternal or thi rd-party audits according to a plan 
approved by BSEE. 

BSEE's current role is to either visit faci I ities themselves or arrange for 
third parties to do so on behalf of BSEE to inspect for compliance, approve 
all operator audit plans and individual auditors, review the results of all 
audits, and issue incident of noncompl ianoe (I NC) notioesor other forms 
of punishment for noncompliance. It is unclear whether the intent is to 
issue punishment for deficienciesfound in an operator'saudit(s) aswel I as 
for deficienciesfound in BSEE-arranged inspections and audits. 

In discussions with BSEE, the committee was told that current BSEE 
division inspectors would have checklists and be expected to issue INCs 
for any deficienciesin an operator's SEMS program that the inspectors 
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observed during their inspections;6 however, it is not expected that these 
BSEE employees will be trained and qualifiedasSEMSauditors. Rather, 
theregionswill hireandtrainacadreofqualifiedauditors who will beable 
to review audit plans and reports and conduct audits on behalf of BSEE. 

Thecommittee recognizes that it will I ikely takesome time for proper 
training and development programs to be implemented by BSEE, as well 
as time to locateand hi re appropriate personnel. This likely will not be 
easy or quick, but wi II be neoessary in order to move beyond fol lowing a 
checklist and toward promoting a culture of safety. One neoessary, but 
likely not sufficient,step toward achieving the desired competence is 
requiring each BSEE auditor to fulfilloertificationrequirements com -
parable to those needed by thi rd-party auditors. 

In a notioe in the Federal Register on September 14,2011, BOEMRE 
announoed its intention to amend SEMS (30 CFR250Subparts) as fol
lows (BOEMRE 2011a): 

(1) Procedures to authorize any and all employees on the facility to 
implement aStop Work Authority (SWA) program when witnessing 
an activity that is regulated under BOEMRE jurisdiction thatcreatesa 
threat of danger to an individual, property, and/or the environment; 

(2) Clearly definedrequirementsestablishing who has the ultimate author -
ity on the facility for operational safety and decision making at any 
given time; 

(3) A plan of action that shows how operator employeesare i nvolved i n 
the implementation of the API'sRecommended Practice for Devel
opment of aSafety [and] Envi ronmental Management Program for 
OffshoreOperationsand Facilities(API RP 75), as incorporated by 
reference in thesubpartS regulatory requirements in the October 15, 
2010, finalrule; 

(4) Guidelines for reporting unsafeworkconditions related to an operator's 
SEMS program, that provideall employees the right to report a possible 
safety or envi ronmental violation(s) and to request a BOEMRE i nspee-
tion of the facility if they believe there is a serious threat of danger or 
their employer is not following BOEMRE regulations; 

6 D.Sitor. BOEMreStatusReport. Presentation to thecommittee, Washington, D.C., August 31,2011. 
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(5) Revisions that require operators with SEMS programs toengage inde
pendent thi rd party auditors to conduct al I aud its of operators' SEMS 
programs and that the independent third party auditors must meet 
the criteria listed in Ssetion 250.1926 of this proposed rule. 

(6) Additional requirements for conducting a J6A [job safety analysis]. 

The revisions would prohibit operators from using their own quali-
fiedstaff to conduct required SEMS audits. Instead, operators would be 
required to use BSEE-approved third-party auditors. The 1990 Marine 
Board study also looked at replacing MMS inspections with a require
ment that MMS require operators toarrange for third-party inspections: 

It is hard to assess the impact this alternative might have on the safety 
consciousness of operators. With adequate precautions to obviate confl ict-
of- i nterest si tuat ions, there is no reason to bei ieve that th i rd-party i nspeetors 
would not carry out their duties so that the compliance element of the 
inspection process would be unchanged. This fact in itself, however, pro
vides the operator with the same kind of shelter that he now has when he 
successfully "passes" an MMS inspection. Thus, the committee believes 
there will be a negligible impact on safety consciousness: the tendency 
toward a "compliance mentality" would not be corrected by thisalternative. 
(NRC 1990, p. 72) 

The committee, once again, endorses the concept that an evaluation 
system that maximizes the involvement of the operator in auditing and 
improving its SEMS procedures is preferable from the standpoint of 
moving from a compliance mentality to one of continuous development 
of a culture of safety. 
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Conclusions and Recommended Approach 

Because government oversight alone cannot reduce risks to the full 
extent possible, the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement 
(BSEE) will need to look beyond its predecessor agencies' historical role 
of assuring compliance with prescriptive regulations and seize the cur
rent opportunity to design its role, at least partially, to encourage an 
atmosphere that helps the industry migrate from a compliance mentality 
to a culture of safety that includes compliance. To assist the agency 
in thisendeavor, the Committee on the Effectiveness of Safety and Envi
ronmental Management Systems for Outer Continental Shelf Oil and 
Gas Operations (the committee) drew on the information obtained 
from presentations it reoeived, site visits, published regulations, notices 
of proposed rulemaking, recommended practioes, and previously pub
lished reports to develop the conclusions and recommended approach 
presented in this chapter. 

ConCI usions 

Bu i I d i nsspfety Cu I tu re Th ro ugfcfety 
and Environmental Managemeydtems 

ConcI usioniflBsEE's goal is,as itshould be, to encourage a culture 
of safety so that i n d ivi d uals kn ow the safety aspects of theiracti o nsan d 
aremotivated to thinkaboutsafety, then theagencywi 11 need toevo Ive 
an evaluation system fsafety and Environmental Managemeyst-
tems (sEMs) that emphasizes theeval uation of attitudes and actions 
ratherthan documentation and papervMJ rif.theelements of SEMS 
must be addressed, but it is much more important that those who are 

89 
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actually doing the work understand and implement SEMS than it is that 
SEMS documentation be verifiedwith a checklist. 

Concl usion 2sBMs program that containsal I theelements laid out 
in thesEMs regu lation is necessary but not sufficientfor creating a 
cu Itureofsafefc^norganization'ssafety culture will reduce risk; SEMS 
is but a means to that end. 

a. A culture of safety must besupported throughout the organization— 
from the top to the bottom—to be effective. 

b. A culture of safety only exists where the work occurs. If it does not 
actually drive the actions that people take, then it is only theoretical. 

Merely followingastrict interpretation of a minimal SEMS program will 
not guarantee safe operations offshore. An effective SEMS program can
not rely on checklist compliance; the program must become ingrained 
in the operation's management structure to be successful. The tenets 
of SEMS must be fully acknowledged and acoepted by workers and be 
motivated from the top. Only then can an effective culture of safety be 
establ ished and grow. 

Conclusion3:Theoperator"ownsEfyhasprogramand isrespen 
sibleforensuringthat it is operatingeffectiKMytperator's upper 
management is responsible and accountable for ensuring that a culture 
of safety exists. Asafe operation is only possible when it is fully embraoed 
by the organization. An organization cannot turn over the development 
and mon itori ng of its safety program to a thi rd party and expect the pro
gram to beeffective. Therefore, the ultimate responsibility for successful 
implementation of theSEMS program should reside with top manage
ment. If they do not take di rect and complete ownershi p of the program, 
then safety wi 11 be relegated to a low status when difficult! rade-offe need 
to be made. 

Concl usion 4: To beeffective,safetyand environmental management 
must be a dynamic process thatevo Ives with timeand is reflectedin 
the regu lator's actio iterations offshore are dynamic. Operating 
conditions, personnel, production requirements, and technologies are 
continually changing. Safety practices that were applicable during an 
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earlier phase of operations may no longer be effective. Likewise, inspec
tion and audit criteria will become outdated as new technologies are 
employed and new environments are explored. To be effective, safety 
procedures and the audits that verify their effectiveness should also be 
dynamicand informed by risk. 

Concl usion SfHEcan encourage or h urtthedevel opment ofacu Iture 
of safety by theway it measures an d enfosfeMs. Forcing an opera
tion tosatisfy checklists that require specificforms of documentation and 
penalizing those operations that do not is likely to encourage a culture of 
compliance and discourage the development of a culture of safety. 

Conclusion 6: A ho I istic combination of methods is necessary to 
eval uate the effectiveness and continuous improvement ofan opera 
tor'ssEMsprogramBecauseof thediversity, complexity, and evolving 
nature of offshore oi I and gas operations and the comprehensive nature 
of a fully implemented SEMS program, no single approach to inspec
tions and aud its wi 11 be suff icientto ensu re a successfu I SEMS program. 
Both occupational safety and prooess, or system, safety need to be veri
fied A single one-dimensional snapshot of compliance will not provide 
the necessary insight upon which to construct a successfu I program. 

Concl usion7:AI I parties involved inasafety management program like 
sEMs share the common goal of safe operatlbiasiot possible to 
regulate a culture of safety by inspections or audits; that culture needs to 
come from within an organization. Regulators are an integral part ofan 
organization's safety program, but they are limited as to what they can 
accomplish. The regulator's role should be to develop an approach for 
the inspection and auditing of increased safety rather than toward a path 
of compliance. It is important that BSEE inspectors and auditors do not 
direct or dictate specification, because doing so would move responsi -
bility from the operator to the regulator. In addition, it is important that 
BSEEstrive to nurturesafety culture within itsown organizational system. 
As observed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel
opment, "The nature of the relationship between the regulator and the 
operator can influenoethe operator's safety culture at a [facility] either 
positively or negatively. In promoting safety culture, a regulatory body 
should set a good example in itsown performance" (OECD1999, p.11). 
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Effective i nspecti o ns 

Co ncl usi on 8: The ro uti ne presence of compeKhfrBpectors o n 
an offshore operator's faci I ity is essential for verifying that the off 
shore oi I and gas industry is general ly complying witiEB'Isl of B 
regu lationsaswel I as providinga potential indication of compliance 
withsEMs. 

Co ncl usi on 9: To beeffectiveat identifying problems in herent in an 
operator's safety cu I ture^EE inspectors need tospendenough time 
o n a faci I ity to observemu I tip le activities. 

Effective Au d its 

Co ncl usi on 10: Audits, in and of themselves, are not sufficientto 
improve safety For audit results to be effective, the operator needs to 
detect trends, identify deficiencies,take appropriate corrective action, 
and document the actions taken. 

Conclusion 11: As part of its ho I istic approach to measuring effective 
ness, BEE is responsible for ensuring that the implementation of 
sEMs is au d ited; h owever, the primary respo nsibi I ity for au d iti ng the 
sEMs program rests with the operator. 

a. A properly conducted, truly independent internal audit is potentially 
more effective than an independent third-party audit, as it reinforces 
ownership of the safety culture. 

b. Some operators are too small to havesufficienlstaff to perform a truly 
independent internal audit and will need to use an independent third 
party to conduct the audit. Inclusion of at least one person from the 
operator'sorganization on the audit team will help cultivate manage
ment ownership of the audit. It would not be appropriate, however, 
to include a person directly involved in the day-to-day operation 
being audited. 

A properly motivated, active in-house safety program can be the best 
vehicle for discovering and correcting unsafe practioes. Under most cir
cumstances, the personnel within an organization are the best equipped 
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to identify both unsafe practioes and feasible solutions. A third-party 
audit helps toensu re independence and can provide an outside perspec
tive on operations, butatacost in operator ownership. Almost by defini
tion, a properly motivated and conducted internal safety audit requires 
buy-in from management; however, BSEE is responsible for ensuring 
that these internal audits are properly motivated and conducted. When 
resources do not permit an organization to conduct effective internal 
audits, third parties will need to be used. 

Concl usion 1£HE is responsible for verifying that qual ity audits 
are carried out and acted on appropria&ipjse of the compre
hensive nature of theSEMS requirements, BSEE's oversight of internal 
and third-party audits needs to include a range of techniques, each of 
which focuses on a different aspect of an operation'ssafetysystem. These 
techniquesarediscussed below in thesection on the committee's recom
mended approach. 

Concl usion 13: Conducting a qaEMfyaudit requires enough 
qualifiedpersonnel with sufficienttimetospend on lAxjaHidiyi. 
SEMSaudit requires 

a. A mechanism for qualifying auditors, 
b. An audit team with the skills required for thespecificaudit, and 
c. An understanding of how those performing the work perceive SEMS, 

in addition to a review of SEMS documentation. 

Concl usion 14: The ski 11 sand competencies required by inspectors are 
d ifferentfrom th osereq u ired byau d iloessure that operators have 
established and are maintaining viable SEMS programs, BSEE needs to 
employ personnel skilled and welltrained intwodifferentareas: inspect-
ingand auditing. Inspections that relyprimarily on checklist compliance 
require inspectors with firsthandknowledge of equipment characteristics 
and procedures. In addition to this knowledge, the personnel charged 
with auditing aSEMS program need a higher-level knowledge of opera
tions, a detai led knowledge of SEMS, a thorough understanding of how 
operating procedures and safety performance are related, and training 
in performing audits. 
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Concl usion 15: BecausEBwi 11 have access to aEMs programs, 
incl u ding audit and fo 11 ow-up reports and its own inspection and 
audit reports, the agency is in the best position to gather and ana lyze 
this datato identity best practices and common trends (good and bad), 
and disseminate this information to the regu lated community in a 
timely man nerBSEE auditing of SEMS programs will encompass a 
wide range of different operators that are using a variety of approaches 
toSEMS. Some of these programs may be more effective than others and 
will provide valuable lessons that can be used to improve SEMS for the 
entire industry. 

RECoMMEndEd AppRo AC h 

BsEEsh o u I d estab I ish a h o I isticcombi nati o n of met h o ds necessary to 
ensuretheeffectivenessand continuous improvenafcMscffro-
grams. BsEEsh ou I d estab I ish asystemthatempl oysacombination of 
comp I iance i nspecti o ns,au d its, key performance i n d icpfefcafKl 
awh ist leb I ower program to ensu resHEMte programsareadeq uate, 
in place, and operating effectively and in a manner that promotes a 
cu Iture of safety among the operat5hs.committee did not reject 
outright any of the approaches presented in Chapter 3 as being of no 
val ue, and BSEE cou Id employ a combi nation of al I the methods presented 
in Chapter 3. However, on the basis of the experience of representatives 
from comparable regulatory agencies (see Chapter 4) and of the committee 
members' personal experience and expertise, the committee selected a 
combination of those app roadies for which it believed some evidenoe of 
success was available. These approaches, the committee believed, would 
result in the most effective evaluation with the resources available. The 
technology and data necessary to use the SEMS monitoring sensors and 
calculation of risk methods described in Chapter 3 are not available at 
this time. 

The following sections of this chapter provide specificdetaiIs of 
the recommended approach. Specificrecommendations are given in 
boldfaoe. Thefirslsection describes the inspection criteria and proce -
dures that BSEE could use to verify compliance with specificregula -
tionsand to uncover obvious deficienciesin the implementation of 
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the operator's SEMS program. The second section discusses audits 
and describes a process by which BSEE could ensure that operator-
initiated audits are complete, accurate, and effective (i.e., an audit of 
theaudit prooess). The finabections summarize recommendations for 
a KPI program and a whist leb lower program. Together, these methods 
constitute a holistic system that BSEE should employ to evaluate the 
effectiveness of SEMS. 

BsEE sEMs i nspectio ns 

BSEE should continue its current program of ensuring compliance with 
specificregulations. However, an inspection eEMs (schedu led or 
otherwise) shou I d not be focused so lely on what is not in compl ianct 
rather, the inspection shou I d attempt to obtain a ho I isticview of the 
faci I ity's safety cu ItuSoes the operating company empower its per
sonnel to take corrective action? Does it provide the resources neoessary 
to do so? Are facility personnel only focused on the items they know 
an inspector typically will look at, and do they ignore the rest? A well-
trained evaluator should be able to look beyond the black-and-white 
regulation and identify operators in marginal compliance, in order to 
guide them into a more complete state of compl iance. 

BSEE inspectors have been trained to measure compliance with a 
standard or prescriptive checklist and without further training are not 
equipped to measure the effectiveness of individual SEMS programs. It 
may not be practical to expect the current BSEE i nspection foroe to make 
subjective decisions as to whether aSEMS program is working correctly 
so that it meets the intent of the SEMS regulation and helps create a 
culture of safety. Current BSEE inspectors will have a tendency to issue 
incident of noncompliance (INC) notices for deviations of documenta
tion from a checkl ist, and such deviations may or may not be i mportant 
in meeting the intent of SEMS. In turn, the issuing of INCs may focus 
operator attention on compliance in the way documentation is written 
rather than on establ ishing a culture that actual ly promotes safety. 

Most injuries and blowouts on offshore oil and gas facilities are not 
usually caused by mechanical failures identifiedby INCs (NRC 1990). 
Thus,to theextentpossibfef;B3shou Id train inspectorstoemploy 
other options in addition to using prescriptive check I istsand issuing 
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inCs.ideal ly,£EEinspectorsshou Id Iookbeyond thewritten regu la 
tion to identify operators in marginal compl ianceandguidet hem into 
amore complete state ofcompl iartdttiough it may be difficultfor 
BSEE inspectors to identify operators in marginal compliance when it 
comes to assessing the adequacy of aSEMS program, it is not unreason
able to expect them to make overall observations, which, in turn, could 
help focus BSEE-initiated SEMSaudits. 

During presentations and site visits1 the committee was told that, in 
some cases, BSEE inspectors visiting an offshore installation might be 
able to spot problems inherent in an operator's safety culture by noticing 
obvious safety issues such as loose handrails, corroded walkways, or staff 
not wearing the appropriate personal protective gear. Other situations 
that indicate problems in the safety culture might be much harder to 
notioeand requirean in-depth investigation of safety-related approaches 
and practioes, not only at the installation, but also in the operator's overall 
operations, both offshore and onshore. 

BSEE inspectors need to spend enough time on a facility to observe 
multiple activities. Toavoid theappearanoeofaconflictof interest, BSEE 
inspectors are not generally permitted to travel on operator-furnished 
helicopters, eat food provided by the operator while on the offshore 
facility, or stay overnight in operator-furnished quarters.2 Every other off
shore regulatory regime the committee talked to uses operator-furnished 
transportation, catering, and accommodations. The California State 
Lands Commission madea point of saying that being able to talk to the 
crew when its personnel travel to an installation in operator-furnished 
transportation isextremely beneficialin determining what is reallygoing 
on at the installation. All regulatory bodies consulted by the committee 
agreed that timespent offshore in operator-furnished accommodations 
is essential to understanding the culture of safety on the facility. BSEE 
inspectors currently spend an extensive amount of time traveling to and 
from offshore installations. A more efficient use of available manpower 
would be to use theextensiveamount of travel ti me to and from offshore 

1 P. Sohroeder. PacificOCS Regional Office,BSEE. Presentation to a subgroup of the committee, 
Camarillo,California, March22,2010. 

2 Inspectors do stay overnight on some facilitiesthatarevery far from land. 
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installations for informal discussions with operator personnel before a 
formal audit or visit to an offshore installation. 

Furthermore, BSEE has a finitebudget, and that budget should be 
maximized so that the inspectors' work can be fully effective. A large 
portion of BSEE's budget is allocated to offshore transportation costs, 
and the rules BSEE inspectors must adhere to became more stringent 
following the Macondo well accident. It would be beneficialto identify 
a way to m i n i m ize these costs and real locate some of these resou roes to 
the hiring and retaining of highly capable staff. BSEE should aspire to 
having its inspectors and engineers be recognized as being among the 
more highly qualifiedpeople in the offshore industry. 

Therefore, to the maximum extent practicable consistent with 
its increasing safety, environmental, and auditing responsibi I ities, 
BsEE, with industry input, should analyze the benefitsand risks of 
using operator-furnished transportation and accommodations when 
performing inspections and aufffeagency should plan its bud
get recognizing that per dollar spent, the safety value of ensuring that 
high-quality inspectors and auditors are recruited and appropriately 
compensated and that critical data are collected, stored, and analyzed 
is greater than maintaining a completely independent transportation 
capabi I ity. Al lowi ng overn ight stays would i ncrease the ti me BSEE staff 
would be able to spend interacting with the operating crew. More time 
on an installation would enable inspectors to better judge the degree to 
which asafety culture exists there. All other offshore regulators that the 
committee heard from believed that these measures would lead to bet
ter inspections and a higher degree of operating safety and, with proper 
management, would not lead to conflictsof interest, in the analysis, 
consideration shou I d also be given to increasing the fees charged for 
inspections and to changing the structure by which inspection (and 
au d it) costs are passed o n to i n d ustry. 

Finally, as noted in Conclusion 4, operating conditions, personnel, 
production requirements, and technologies are continually changing. 
Therefore, BsEEshou I d design and implement its inspection program 
o n the basis of risitae use of a risk-informed framework that focuses 
attention where new or potential problems are likely to occur will aid in 
the evolution of practioesand audit procedures. 
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operator and EE Audits 

Besides the inspections described above—which are, in essence, checks 
of compliance with specificregulations—and spot checks to determine 
whether individual elements of SEMSare being used effectively, a system 
for evaluating the effectiveness of an operator's SEMS program requires 
routine periodic as well as incident- and event-driven audits. For these 
audits to evaluate the effectiveness of a SEMS program successfully, 
auditors will need to understand how the organization's safety culture 
is reflectedin its implementation of itsSEMS program. Developing this 
understanding will require auditors to interact with operating crews 
and ask questions pertinent to how well crew members understand the 
SEMSprogram and how well used theprogram'selements are in day-to
day practioe. As noted in Chapter 3, techniques used in inspections (e.g., 
interviews and witnessing) should also be used when conducting audits. 

BSEE is responsi b le for ensu r i ng that aud i ts are cond ucted i n a t i mely 
fashion, are thorough, and accompl ish thegoalsset out above. Theau d it 
scheme ad opted bydlE should have the fo 11 owing characteristics: 
operator owners h ip,au d it team i n depen dence,trai n i ngan d accred ita 
tion ofauditors, access to top levels ofmanagementand aud it reports, 
a definition of required audit frequency, and a scheme for quality 
assurance of au d iBSEE will also need to audit operator audit reports 
and have personnel capableof carryi ng out these tasks effectively. Except 
in the case of high ly deficientsystems, the goal of theauditshou Id 
not be to pass or to fai I. Rather, an audit shou I d be designed to help 
senior management by presenting them with an independent view 
of the state of their efforts to estab I ish a safety management system 
and, by extension, a cu Iture of safSb^audit should identify areas 
for improvement and measure progress toward improvements rec
ommended in previous audits. In its program, BSEE should take into 
account that safety management is a dynamic prooess that evolves with 
time and that should not be judged solely on a pass-fail system. 

Operator Ownership 
BsEEshould ensurethat operators are involved in the audit itself. 
Several members of the committee have participated in financial,qual -
ity, and safety audits and have observed that properly conducted inter-
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nal audits by personnel familiar with the operation are much better at 
uncovering problems than are external audits. In discussions with the 
committee, a representative of the Center for Offshore Safety (COS) 
stated that his company operated on this principle in its safety audits and 
that if BSEE mandated third-party audits, his company would merely 
add the third-party audit as a regulatory requirement to the internal 
audits it was already conducting. His company would not accept the 
third-party audit as asubstitute for one of its internal audits. 

Large operators such as ExxonMobil and Shell have the ability to 
form independent audit teamswithintheirorganization. Therearemany 
smaller operations, however, that do not have a pool of skilled personnel 
from outside the operating organization being audited who are capable 
of performing an adequate audit of the organization. These operators 
should beableto use third-partyauditors. ifan independentthird party 
must be used, at least one member oftheauditteamshou Id be from 
the operator's organization, and that person shou Id not be directly 
invo Ived in the day-to-day operation beingailrdstetfe cases of 
very small operators with only a handful of employees, it may be neoes-
sary for the chief executive offioerof the company to participate as a 
member of the audit team. 

Although operators are responsible for conducting audits, BSEE is 
responsible for verifying that quality audits are carried out and acted 
on appropriately. BsEEshou I d perform complete or partial audits of 
sEMs programs when justifiedby reports from i nspectors, reviews of 
operators'audit reports, incidents, ore\B8Hs's oversight of inter
nal and third-party audits needs to include a range of techniques, each of 
which focuses on a different aspect of an operation's safety system. BsEE 
can use reports from its comp I iance inspectors and its reviews ofaudit 
reports to identify the need for specffiEBco n ducted targeted or 
spot audits, or complete audits, to determine whether an operator's 
sEMs program is improving safetp.irect spot inspections to verify 
that specificrequirements are being met could perhaps beaccomplished 
by relying on checklists. BsEE can also checkto determine whether an 
organizationSEMs program is improving its safety cu ItiMsr-
views, demonstrations, and observations, rather than checklists, are nec
essary to make such a determination. For example, the question, "Do you 
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havean MOC (management of change process)?" would shift to, "Show 
me how you know if your MOC is working properly." Operators with an 
effectivesafety culture will be able to answer that question—and, in fact, 
describe the possible weaknesses in the MOC as implemented—even if 
it meets the letter of law. 

Audit Team Independence 
The operator's audit of itsSEMS program should be conducted by a 
truly independent, qualifiedteam. It is critical that the audit team be 
made up of members who are divorced from the organization within 
the company that is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the 
installation and for meeting the financial,operational, safety, or envi -
ronmental targetsset by management. The audit team shou Id reportto 
the highest level practical given the size and complexity of the opera
tor's organization. Members of the audit team could be permanently 
assigned or assigned on a rotating basis for a set number of years. The 
latter method helps disseminate information about and respect for the 
audit team throughout theorganization. Participation in the audit team 
may also be considered as an interim assignment to higher level opera
tions assignments within the company. In no instanoeshould the audit 
team include as a member someone who was reoently assigned to the 
offehore facility being audited. 

Training and Accreditation of Auditors 
Audit team membersshould be trained to conduct audits and shou Id 
be accredited by a method prescribed by BSEE. General qual ifications 
for SEMS auditors are described in more detail in Chapter 5. 

BSEE must have independence (from industry) in how it trains itsaudi-
tors. Nonetheless, the agency should consider certifying itsauditors using 
a prooesssimi lar to that used to oertify industry auditors, and the certifica
tion should be of the same standard as outside accreditation institutions. 
BSEE, in consultation with the industry and, potentially, COS, should 
develop an approach to certify auditors, develop audit standards, and 
establish the process by which audits themselvesare conducted. 

3 This recommendation is supported by the National Academy of Engineering-National Research 
Council (NAE-NRC) report on the Macondo\Ne\\-Deepwater Horizon blowout (NAE-NRC2011). 
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Aooess to Top Levels of Management and Audit Reports 
The key to a successful audit system lies in discussions with top man
agement and in the steps top management takes toward continuous 
improvement. BsEEshou Id ensure that theaud it team has reviewed 
the audit report with top levels of management and obtained their 
sign-off on findingsand areas for improvement. A copy of theaudit 
report and a summary of its findingsand cone I usionsshou I d be sent 
to E&EEso thattheagencycan spottrendsand disseminateinforma 
ti o n to t he i n d ustry i n a time ly man ner. 

As an alternative, BSEE could consider allowing CCS to screen all 
reports. Doing so would bring in an element of the peer-review-peer-
assist method for assessing effectiveness that is described in Chapter 3 
and wou Id f u rt her i nvo I ve the i nd ust ry as a who le i n taki ng ownersh i p of 
the development of a cu Iture of safety. Such a charge from BSEE to CCS 
would be consistent with the following elements of the CCS operating 
basis as presented to the committee:4 

• Compiling and analyzing key industry metrics, 
• Sponsoring functions to facilitate sharing and learning, 
• Identifying and promoting opportunities for the industry to continu

ously improve, 
• Interfacing with industry leaders to ensure leadership and system 

deficienciesare recognized and addressed promptly, and 
• Communicating with government and external stakeholders. 

Audit Frequency 
Under 30CFR250,Subparts, as it currentlystands, thetimingforaudits 
is very prescriptive. An operator must audit every element in itsSEMS 
program every 3 years and includeat least 15 percent of its installations. 

Installations in the Gulf of Mexico are very diverse. There are single-
well unmanned installations, manned and unmanned installations with 
production equipment and no wells, manned and unmanned installations 
with both wells and production equipment, platforms with simultane
ous drilling and production operations, floatingand bottom-supported 

4 J. Toellner. Center for OffehoreSafety. Presentation to thecommittee, Houston, Texas, October 19, 
2011. 
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platforms, platforms producing 200 barrels of oil a day and platforms 
producing 200,000 barrels of oil a day, and all manner of drilling and 
workover rigs. Some installations produce high-pressure oil, which has 
the potential of flowincpt high rates to thesurfaoe; others require pumps 
to lift oi I to thesurfaoe. Somefaci lities produoe natural gaswith few impu
rities; others produce gas that contains levels of acid gases such as carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen sulfide.Some drilling operations are conducted 
in well-definedsubsurfaoe environments, while others are geologically 
unoertain. Some facilities have old equipment; others are new. 

Similarly, operators in the Gulf of Mexico are very diverse. Some are 
large, international, integrated companies; others are large, domestic 
energy and petroleum companies; and sti 11 othersarevsry small indepen
dent operators with only minimal staff. Some operators are responsible 
for a large number of fieldsand installations, and some operate only one 
or two fieldsand installations. Some fieldshave multiple platforms tied 
together by pipelines or bridges, or both, and some have just one platform. 

Thus, it isdifficulttoestablishaformulaforaudit frequency that does 
not become a paperwork burden and exercise for some operations whi le 
it is at the same time too lenient an audit frequency for others. Neither 
result is conducive to usingSEMSto help establish an improved culture 
of safety in the industry. 

Because of the d iversity of operati o ns an d operators, each opera 
tor shou I d beal I owed to devel op its own audit plan, sEBjectto B 
approval Operator development of the audit plan would be a further 
step in establishing operator ownership in SEMSand its implementa
tion and would replace the current prescriptive frequency with a more 
appropriate risk-based audit frequency. 

Quality Assurance of Audits 
In any system involving audits, BSEE is responsible for monitoring 
the quality of the audits and for ensuring that what is learned from the 
audits is implemented. Under 30 CFR 250, Subpart S, as it currently 
stands, BSEE accomplishes this task by requiring that operators submit 
their audit plans before conducting audits, submit the qualificationsof 
audit team members and third-party audit companies, and submit the 
results of the audits onoe they have been completed. The assumption is 
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that BSEEwill review and approve all submittals and will disseminate to 
the industry what is learned from the audits, in addition to requiring 
operators to submit an auditplaisEEJSheagencyshou I d further 
require them to identify and reportthefol I ow-up actions taken asa 
resu It oftheauditfBEshou I d requ ire that the frequency and scope 
of the audits specified in an operator's audit plan beguided by risk 
ratherthan bya one-size-fits-al Iformu la. 

Auditing Audits 
i n ad d iti o n to co n d ucti ngspot i nspecfsloMsaxfmp I iance,£EE 
should auditthe quality of an operator's"Bii9dtEtec includes 
performing spot inspections of documentation and audits and, where 
appropriate, more complete BSEE reaudits of specificfaci Iities. BSEE 
should also have a plan for carrying out these activities, in its aud its, 
BsEE should use objective and subjective risk-based processes such 
asthoseemployed|tqtroleunsafetyAuthoritypfsA) norway,and 
theseauditsshou I d be carried oisBfydBhployeeswho are them 
selves accredited. 

Personnel for Auditing 
BsEEshou I d hire or train asufficientnumber ofaudiiHodspg 
qualifiedaudit team leaders and an adequate number of staff for analyz -
ing audit reports effectively and auditing the accreditation system that 
the agency puts in place. 

Key perf o rmanca n d icato rs 

SpecificKPIs associated with SEMSeffectiveness are difficultto define 
and need further study and evaluation by both the industry and BSEE. 
Common safety and environmental metricssuch as the number of inju
ries per year or the volume of spills per year provide only a part of the 
effectiveness picture. Other metrics need to be identifiedas lagging or 
leading indicators in relation to process safety. Once identified,such 
metrics can be used to monitor and direct the improvement of SEMS. 

BsEE can col lectand evaluate date from operations within and 
across instal lationsto identifyspecificproblemsand trends in opera 
tionsataparticu larfaci I ity and across the in dTilra4ryformation 
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is needed to evaluate theSEMSaudit approach and to identify opportu
nities for improvement. While the benefitsfrom such a data exchange 
are obvious and important, implementation is far from trivial. An open 
data-collection and data-sharing protocol requires agreements across 
all parties to ensure that confidential ityand legal conoerns are satisfied. 
BsEEsh o u I d d istribute i nformati on i n atimely man ner to the i n d ustry 
on trends and methods for improvisgl/hBeprocessand o vera 11 
safety, as we 11 as lessons learned, bymeans ofpubl ications, workshops, 
seminars,and other methods. 

Offshore safety organizations abroad that have programs similar to 
SEMS, such as PSA Norway and the United Kingdom (UK) Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE), have acoess to a considerable amount of data. 
Because many of the safety and environmental issues associated with 
offshore oi I and gas operations are common worldwide, a data set com
piled from all of these organizations would be invaluable. BsEEshou I d 
create a task force with the industypA norway, theuK hsE, and 
other simi lar regu latory bo dies worldwide to icjEBtGijeKtion 
of such a task force will help BSEE ensure that it is collecting the proper 
SEMS-relevant data and analyzing it appropriately to direct the agency's 
effort to measure the effectiveness of SEMS. 

Wh istlebl owpr ogram 

PSA Norway, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and 
other organizations have found that programs that allow personnel to 
anonymously report possible violations directly to the regulator are 
helpful in identifying possible issues that may not be found by other 
means. TheSEMS II notice of proposed rulemaking (BOEMRE2011a) 
describes an approach that provides for anonymous reports of potential 
violations. BsEEsh o u I d have a program for an o nymo us reporti ngan d 
a process to fo 11 ow up such reports and shou I d use the information 
gained from them appropriately to mods^EBnspections and 
au d itsThis program should also allow for the anonymous reporting 
of inappropriate behavior of BSEE personnel and potential improve
ments in BSEE pol iciesand procedures, as wel I as potential violations 
by operators. Care should be taken in devising the program to make 
sure that it does not becomeatool for disgruntled employees seeking 
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to punish perceived wrongs. This recommendation supports Summary 
Recommendations5.4and 6.14 in the NAE-NRC report on the Maeondo 
wel \-Deepwater Horizon blowout: 

Industry, BSEE, and other regulators should improve corporate and 
industrywide systems for reporting safety-related incidents. Reporting 
should be facilitated by enabling anonymous or "safety privileged" inputs. 
Corporations should investigate all such reports and disseminate their 
lessons-learned findingsin a timely manner to all their operating and 
decision-making personnel and to the industry as a whole. A comprehen
sive lessons-learned repository should be maintained for industrywide use. 
This information can be used for training in accident prevention and con
tinually improving standards. (NAE-NRC 2011, pp. 107 and 123) 

REso uRCEs REq u iREd 

BsEEshou I d analyze its budget to ensure that it has sufficients nan 
cial resources to implement these recommenddi&oingB from any 
increased use of operator transportation and more efficients me offshore 
derived from operator-furnished accommodations could potentially be 
reprogrammed for t he agency'sen hanoed inspection and SEMSaudit pro
grams and other related activities required by these recommendations. 
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Although relatively few significan ti incidents have occurred on oi I and gas i nstal lations worldwide i n recent 
years, these that have occurred (especially the MacondoWell incident in April 2010) have underscored the 
need to enhance thesafety of offshore drilling and production. After the Macondo blowout and explosion, 
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) required offshore operators to adopt Safety 
and Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) programs. According to the report, in order to help 
ensure the effectiveness of these programs BSE should, at a minimum, continue its program of regular 
inspections: require audits by the operator, with oversight by BSEE: develop key performance indicators: 
and establish a whistleblower program. In recommending a holistic approach to evaluating the effective
ness of SMS programs. the report exploresSMS' role in helping todevelopacultureof safety, highlights 
the pros and cons of various methods of assessing the effectiveness of a SMS program, and investigates 
existing approaches for assessing thesafety management programs of various U.S.and international regu
latory agencies whose safety mandates are si mi lar to that of BSEE. 
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